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Executive Summary

This document presents a final validation and evaluation of project outcomes through
applications. The report comprises final descriptions of the applications develope-
d/ported within the ASPIDE project, the list of WP2-WP4 concepts applied or
integrated with the applications as well as evaluation of the improvements in per-
formance through the re-design and re-implementation using the key performance
indicators. Results are presented for 4 use cases that represent data-intensive appli-
cations used in various domains such as medicine, smart cities, and transport. D5.5
complements the previous D5.3 deliverable with results of experiments that integrate
methods and tools developed by ASPIDE, adding also some new applications. The
software used in D5.5 evaluations was provided in D5.4.

Figure 1: Deliverable dependencies of D5.5.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the most important steps in the development of new concepts, methods,
and tools is the validation of their suitability and performance throughout use-case
applications of specific domains. In the ASPIDE project, we included six dif-
ferent use case applications proposed by four partners coming from a variety of
high-performance data analysis domains, including research, health, and business
applications. The evaluation and validation plan was introduced in the Confiden-
tial Deliverable D5.2. The most important aspects of the global evaluation plan
are as follows. For each use case application, we considered, as a reference, an
implementation of the application that does not include the ASPIDE concepts,
methods, and tools. We refer to these implementations as baseline applications.
Within the ASPIDE project, a redesign of each use case application was carried
out, including selected project outputs. We refer to those new implementations as
ASPIDE-integrated applications. Various tests were performed in and both imple-
mentations were compared using a set of key performance indicators (KPIs) that
include performance, system utilisation, energy efficiency, and data transfer metrics.
Detailed information about the evaluation and validation plan is reported in Deliver-
able D5.2 while Deliverable D5.3 provided the design of the ASPIDE-integrated
use case applications. That document also included specific information about the
use case applications and functionalities to be integrated.

This deliverable extends D5.3 and provides a final validation and evaluation of
project outcomes. It includes details about ASPIDE tools, application program-
ming interfaces (APIs), and domain-specific languages (DSLs) that were used in the
redesign of each use case application, and how the ASPIDE tools were integrated
with them. Moreover, we present information about evaluation of the improve-
ments in performance through the re-design and re-implementation using the key
performance indicators.

The structure of this Deliverable is as follows: after this Introduction the inte-
gration of each of the application use cases is detailed in Chapter 2 for all use cases,
namely UUNICAL’s urban computing use case, SERMAS’s magnetic resonance
image processing application, the Big Data application proposed by Integris and
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three PSNC’s deep learning use cases: anomaly detection in time series, image
classificaition, and CFD simulation with Deep Learning. Chapter 3 contains results
of experiments demonstrating applications performance and KPIs. In Chapter 4 the
use of ASPIDE outcomes by applications and the achieved KPIs are summarised
along with future potential gains and development plans. Finally, in Chapter ?? we
summarise and discuss the content of the deliverable as well as its main conclusions.
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Chapter 2

Applications

2.1 Urban computing

The widespread use of social media platforms allows scientists to collect huge
amounts of data posted by people interested in a given topic or event. This data
can be analyzed to infer patterns and trends about people’s behaviors related to
a topic or an event on a very large scale. Social media posts are often tagged
with geographical coordinates and/or other information that allows applications
to identify user positions, thus enabling mobility pattern analysis using trajectory
mining techniques. The goal of this application is to discover frequent trajectories
from people movements, so as to find the common routes followed by social media
users. The input of our application is a large set of geotagged items gathered from
Flickr.

2.1.1 Final application

The Urban Computing application is composed by the following steps:

A. Crawling: during this step, it is possible to run multiple crawlers in parallel
for collecting large amounts of data from social media. If data has already
been downloaded and stored in files, a specific crawler is used to load the
data.

B. Filtering: this step uses a set of filtering functions to verify whether the social
media items meet certain conditions or not.

C. Automatic keywords extraction and data grouping: this step extracts keywords
identifying the places of interests (PoIs); then, it uses these keywords for
grouping social media items according to the places they refer to. If the
keywords are provided as a workflow input, the extraction step can be skipped.

D. RoIs extraction using a parallel clustering approach: starting from grouped
social media data, a parallel clustering approach (ParCA) is exploited to
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identify Regions-of-Interest (RoIs) efficiently. The RoI extraction step can be
skipped if the RoIs are provided as input of the workflow.

E. Frequent pattern mining: this step discovers behavior rules, correlations and
mobility patterns of people, by analyzing geotagged social media items. In
particular, both associative and sequential analysis can be performed, using
FPGrowth and Prefix-Span algorithms, respectively.

Figure 2.1: Workflow of the urban computing use-case.

For this use case, a dataset containing about millions of Flickr posts is used. The
whole dataset (named dataset-Europe) has been gathered through public Flickr APIs
and stored on JSON files with an overall size of 50 GB. In the ASPIDE use-case
repository, we have uploaded a dataset containing about 2.3 millions geotagged
items published in Flickr from January 2006 to May 2016 in Rome (named dataset-
Rome). The dataset is stored in JSON files. To show the basic characteristics of
data, an example of Flickr post is shown in Listing 2.1.

Listing 2.1: Metadata of a Flickr post serialized in JSON format.
{ "ID":"43012793876",

"DATETIME":"2016-11-21T22:12:36.000",
"LOCATION":{"LNG":12.456661,"LAT":41.90245},
"USER":{ "USERID":"111222333@N00", "USERNAME":"fm84"}
"TITLE":"Basilica di San Pietro",
"DESCRIPTION":"St Peter’s church in Rome"
"HASHTAGS":["holiday","vatican"],
"ACCURACY": 16}

}

Overall, the analysis process produces the following intermediate/final outputs:
(i) the sets of keywords that are used to refer the PoIs in the area under analysis;
(ii) the RoIs calculated for the different PoIs, which can also be easily displayed on
a map; (iii) the most frequent trajectories followed by users.

Figure 2.2 shows an example of outputs produced by our algorithm in an area
of Rome. In particular, starting from the geotagged social media posts generated by
four users (U1, ..., U4), the method identifies five Places-of-Interest and the related
keywords (e.g., 〈 Colosseum, Colosseo, Coliseo, Colaseum, Coloseu, ...〉 for the
Colosseum). From such places, the associated RoIs are generated to understand
whether a user has visited or not a certain PoI. For each user, we can extract his/her
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movements across places, grouping social media posts by user id and sorting them
by date and time. As an example, Figure 2.2 shows the trajectory of user U1:
Colosseum → Roman Forum → Circus Maximus → Tiber Island. Through the
analysis of the trajectories of different users we can discover the most frequent
behaviors and trajectories.

Figure 2.2: An example of the outputs produced by AUDESOME.

2.1.2 Integration with project components

The urban computing application uses the following libraries/technologies:

• GrPPI: used to implement critically parallel code sections in most of the
application steps. Since GrPPI provides different execution runtimes, we
used the parallel_execution_dist_task runtime, which is the version defined
for integrating GrPPI with the DCEx constructs.

• ASPIDE Containers: used to load and store input, temporary and output data
in a distributed environment.

• ASPIDE monitoring: Event Detection Engine was applied to the Urban
Computing use case along with Prometheus that provided monitoring metrics.

• JSON for Modern C++: language-level library used to read and write data
from/to JSON strings.

In the following subsections, we report the main method and some of most
important functions it recalls during the execution of the Urban Computing applica-
tion.

2.1.2.1 Application main

The main method of the Urban Computing application starts collecting the command-
line parameters, which are used to configure the execution environment and appli-
cation workflow. Listing 2.2 shows how the main method configures the DCEx
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environment and creates the Execution Model to execute the different workflow
stages.

1 ...
2 using namespace dcex;
3 //initializes the dcex environment
4 std::map<int,string> machines = {<list-of-IP-addresses>};
5 dcex::initialize(machines);
6 //creates the dcex_grppi runtime
7 dcex_grppi runtime(node_id, server_id, server_port);
8 //defines a CArea
9 CArea ca(carea_size);

10 std::cout << ca.toString() << std::endl;
11 //gets the dcex execution model for grppi
12 auto exec = runtime.get_execution(ca);
13 ...

Listing 2.2: DCEx code snippet of the main function for setting up the environment.

After configuring the execution environment, the main method performs the
data processing and analysis functions. As stated in the previous deliverables, the
urban computing application works on geotagged social media items. In addition,
the area under analysis, on which such social media items have been collected, has
been divided into squared cells of equal size. Then, as shown in Listing 2.3, the
main method performs the following workflow steps:

• Data Filtering: it filters the social media items that contain tags and geograph-
ical coordinates.

• Keywords extraction: the tags of filtered social media items are processed to
extract keywords that can identify the PoIs within each cell of the area under
analysis. In particular, stop words and some not useful dictionary terms are
removed.

• Top Keywords extraction: during this step, the most frequent keywords (e.g.,
top-N) are extracted from each cell. These keywords are most likely the ones
that better identify the PoIs in each cell.

• Data grouping: the keywords calculated at the previous step are used to group
the geotagged items associated to each PoI.

• RoI extraction: a data parallel clustering is exploited for extracting RoIs from
social media data grouped by keywords. During this step, multiple instances
of DBSCAN run in parallel over the different groups of social media items
that have been found at the previous step.

• Transactions extraction: this step extracts the RoIs that appear in users’ daily
paths. In particular, this step transforms the locations visited by users from
geographical coordinates into of RoIs.
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• Frequent Pattern mining: analyzes the dataset containing the RoIs visited by
the users for extracting frequent patterns. In the following we discuss the
use of the FPGrowth algorithm for extracting the most frequent sets of RoIs
visited by users in a single day.

1 ...
2 // items filtering
3 filter_geoitems(exec, inputFile, "file:/./geoitems");
4

5 // keywords extraction
6 extract_keywordsInCell(exec, "file:/./geoitems", "file:/./

keywordsInCell");
7

8 // top keywords extraction
9 extract_topKeywords(exec, "file:/./keywordsInCell", "file:/./

topKeywords");
10

11 // data per keywords extraction
12 data_grouping(exec, "file:/./geoitems", "file:/./topKeywords", "

file:/./dataPerKeywords");
13

14 // RoIs extraction
15 extract_rois(exec, "file:/./dataPerKeywords", "file:/./rois");
16

17 // Transactions extraction
18 extract_transactions(exec, "file:/./geoitems", "file:/./rois", "

file:/./transactions");
19

20 // frequent pattern mining
21 frequentPatternsMining("file:/.transactions", "file:/./

frequentPatterns");

Listing 2.3: DCEx code snippet of the main method that executes the different
workflow steps

In the following we discuss in more detail the functions used at the different
workflow steps that have been introduced above.

2.1.2.2 Data filtering

Listing 2.4 shows the GrPPi-DCEx code used for implementing the data filtering
step, which parses a set of social media items (in JSON format) and produces
a new set by including only the ones that are geolocalized and contain tags. In
particular, the filtering method exploits the Pipeline pattern, which accepts: i)
an input container from which the items are read, ii) two filtering transformers
(i.e., isGeotagged and hasTags), and iii) an output container to which the filtered
geotagged items are written.

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void filter_geoitems(Execution & exec, string inputItemsFile,

string geoitemsFile){
3 aspide::text_in_container input_items(inputItemsFile, ’\n’);
4 aspide::output_container geoitems_out(geoitemsFile);
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5 cout << "filtering geotagged items..." << endl;
6 grppi::pipeline(
7 exec,
8 input_items,
9 grppi::keep([&](string line){

10 json obj = json::parse(line);
11 return jsonDao->isGeotagged(obj);
12 }),
13 grppi::keep([&](string line){
14 json obj = json::parse(line);
15 return jsonDao->hasTags(obj);
16 }),
17 geoitems_out
18 );
19

20 cout << "geotagged items filtered." << endl;
21 }

Listing 2.4: DCEx code snippet for data filtering metho

As shown in Figure 2.3, the filtering function processes each social media item
by removing those that do not meet the set criteria.

input filter:isGeotagged filter:hasTags output

Figure 2.3: Filtering data flow.

2.1.2.3 Keywords extraction

Listing 2.5 shows the GrPPI-DCEx code for the keywords extraction method. The
algorithm exploits the Map-Reduce pattern. Specifically, for each geotagged item,
the mapper determines the cell in which the item falls into and keywords it contains.
In particular, the mapper processes the tags of each social media items by removing
stop words and not useful dictionary terms. The reducer takes care of merging all
the keywords by cell. The output file contains the list of words contained in a cell
and their frequency. In particular, such an output file is produced using a format
writer object (i.e., keywordsInCellFormatter) that receives the output map from
a reducer and encode its entries in JSON strings. The reducer exploits an utility
function, namely (combineMaps), to merge partial data obtained from the different
mappers.

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void extract_keywordsInCell(Execution & exec, string

geoitemsFile, string keywordsInCellFile){
3 cout << "computing keywordsInCell..." << endl;
4 aspide::text_in_container geoitems_in(geoitemsFile, ’\n’);
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5 aspide::output_container keywordsInCell_out(keywordsInCellFile
);

6

7 aspide::format_writer keywordsInCellFormatter(
8 keywordsInCell_out,
9 [](unordered_map<Cell, unordered_map<string, int>> result){

10 std::ostringstream s;
11 for (auto & w : item)
12 {
13 Cell & cell = w.first;
14 unordered_map<string, int> & tagFreq = w.second;
15 json jsonPair;
16 jsonPair["cell"] = {cell.getLatitude(), cell.getLongitude

()};
17 jsonPair["tagFreq"] = json(tagFreq);
18 s << jsonPair.dump() << std::endl;
19 }
20 return s.str();
21 }
22 );
23 grppi::map_reduce(
24 exec,
25 geoitems_in,
26 keywordsInCellFormatter,
27 // mapper
28 [](std::string line)-> unordered_map<Cell, unordered_map<

string, int>>
29 {
30 unordered_map<Cell, unordered_map<string, int>> m;
31 json x = json::parse(line);
32 auto key = getCell(x, cellSize);
33 auto value = getTagFreq(x);
34 m.insert({key,value});
35 return m;
36 },
37 // reducer
38 [](unordered_map<Cell, unordered_map<string, int>> &lhs,
39 unordered_map<Cell, unordered_map<string, int>> &rhs)
40 -> unordered_map<Cell, unordered_map<string, int>>
41 {
42 for (auto & w : rhs) {
43 lhs[w.first] = combineMaps(
44 lhs[w.first],
45 w.second,
46 [](int x, int y){return x+y;}
47 );
48 }
49 return lhs;
50 }
51 );
52 cout << "keywordsInCell computed." << endl;
53 }
54

55 template<typename Map, typename ValueCombiner>
56 static Map combineMaps(Map & m1, Map & m2, ValueCombiner &

combiner){
57 Map result;
58 result.insert(m1.begin(), m1.end());
59
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60 for(auto kv : m2){
61 if(result.count(kv.first) > 0){
62 result[kv.first] = combiner(result[kv.first], kv.second);
63 } else {
64 result.insert(kv);
65 }
66 }
67 return result;
68 }

Listing 2.5: DCEx code snippet for keywords extraction method

Figure 2.4 illustrates the keywords extraction data flow. The intermediate data
generated by mappers are aggregated by reducers so as to generate the final output.
As shown, such a flow contains some stages for sorting and distributing intermediate
data in order to generate the final output, which are typical of the Map-Reduce
execution flow.

input
map: item ->

(Cell, (hashtag, freq))
reduce

(Cell, (hashtag, freq)) output

Figure 2.4: Keywords extraction data flow.

2.1.2.4 Top Keywords extraction

Listing 2.6 shows the code used to compute the most frequent keywords in each cell,
starting from the output (i.e., keywordsInCell) of the previous step. Also in this case,
the algorithm is based on the Map-Reduce parallel pattern. As shown in Figure 2.5,
for each cell, the mapper searches a number of keywords (i.e., numTopKeywords)
that occur at least minOcc times.

The helper function getTopKeywords, which is used by the mapper, computes
the most frequent keywords in a cell. Finally, the reducer performs a merging of the
results coming from the different mappers.

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void extract_topKeywords(Execution & exec, string

keywordsInCellFile, string topKeywordsFile){
3 cout << "extracting top keywords..." << endl;
4 aspide::text_in_container keywordsInCell_in(keywordsInCellFile

, ’\n’);
5 aspide::output_container topKeywords_out(topKeywordsFile);
6

7 aspide::format_writer topKeywordsFormatter(
8 topKeywords_out,
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9 [](set<string> out){
10 std::ostringstream s;
11 for (auto & w : out)
12 s << w << std::endl;
13 return s.str();
14 }
15 );
16 grppi::map_reduce(
17 exec,
18 keywordsInCell_in,
19 topKeywordsFormatter,
20 // mapper
21 [](string line)->set<string>
22 {
23 json jsonPair = json::parse(line);
24 Cell cell(jsonPair["cell"].value("lat", 0.0), jsonPair["cell

"].value("long", 0.0));
25 unordered_map<string, int> tagFreq = jsonPair.at("tagFreq").

get<unordered_map<string, int>>();
26 pair<Cell, unordered_map<string, int>> cellMap = make_pair(

cell, tagFreq);
27 pair<Cell, vector<pair<string, int>>> topKeywords =

topKeywords(cellMap, numTopKeywords, minOcc);
28 set<string> result;
29 if(topKeywords.second.size()>0){ //filter
30 for(auto & p : topKeywords.second)
31 result.push_back(p.first);
32 }
33 return result;
34 },
35 // reducer
36 [](set<string> & lhs, set<string> & rhs) -> set<string>
37 {
38 lhs.insert(rhs.begin(), rhs.end());
39 return lhs;
40 }
41 );
42 cout << "top keywords extracted..." << endl;
43 }

Listing 2.6: DCEx code snippet of the top keywords extraction method

Input
map: item ->
set(hashtag)

reduce
set(top-hashtag) output

Figure 2.5: Top Keywords extraction data flow.
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2.1.2.5 Data grouping

Listing 2.7 shows the Map-Reduce algorithm used to group the geotagged items
that can be associated to each PoI. In particular, the algorithm, given a keyword k
that identifies a PoI p, a social media item g is associated to p if it contains k.

As shown in Figure 2.6, each mapper associates social media items to PoIs and
converts them in geographical points, so as to be ready for the clustering step. Then,
the reducers aggregates all the points that are associated to the same PoI.

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void extract_dataPerKeywords(Execution & exec, string

geoitemsFile, string topKeywordsFile, string
dataPerKeywordsFile){

3 cout << "computing dataPerKeywords..." << endl;
4 aspide::text_in_container geoitems_in(geoitemsFile, ’\n’);
5 aspide::text_in_container topKeywords_in(topKeywordsFile, ’\n

’);
6 aspide::output_container dataPerKeywords_out(

dataPerKeywordsFile);
7

8 aspide::format_writer dataPerKeywordsFormatter(
9 dataPerKeywords_out,

10 [](unordered_map<string, list<ClusterPoint>> & map){
11 std::ostringstream s;
12 for(auto & kv : map){
13 json jsonPair;
14 jsonPair["first"] = kv.first;
15 jsonPair["second"] = json::array(kv.second);
16 s << jsonPair.dump() << endl;
17 }
18 return s.str();
19 }
20 );
21

22 grppi::map_reduce(
23 exec,
24 geoitems_in,
25 dataPerKeywordsFormatter,
26 //mapper
27 [&](string line)->unordered_map<string, list<ClusterPoint>> {
28 json x = json::parse(line);
29 vector<pair<string,ClusterPoint>> vect =

splitDataPerKeywords(exec, x, topKeywords_in);
30

31 unordered_map<string, list<ClusterPoint>> dataPerKeywords;
32 for(pair<string,ClusterPoint> x : vect){
33 if(dataPerKeywords.count(x.first)){
34 list<ClusterPoint> current = dataPerKeywords[x.first];
35 current.push_back(x.second);
36 dataPerKeywords[x.first] = current;
37 } else {
38 dataPerKeywords[x.first] = {x.second};
39 }
40 }
41 return dataPerKeywords;
42 },
43 //reducer
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44 [](unordered_map<string, list<ClusterPoint>> & lhs,
unordered_map<string, list<ClusterPoint>> & rhs)

45 -> unordered_map<string, list<ClusterPoint>>
46 {
47 for(pair<string,list<ClusterPoint>> & x : rhs){
48 if(lhs.count(x.first)){
49 list<ClusterPoint> & current = lhs[x.first];
50 current.insert(x.second.begin(), x.second.end());
51 } else {
52 lhs[x.first] = x.second;
53 }
54 }
55 return lhs;
56 }
57 );
58 cout << "dataPerKeywords computed." << endl;
59 }

Listing 2.7: DCEx code snippet of the data grouping method

input
map: item ->

(hashtag, PoI)
reduce

(hashtag, [list of PoIs]) output

Figure 2.6: PoIs extraction data flow.

2.1.2.6 RoI extraction

Listing 2.8 shows the GrPPI-DCEx code for the RoIs extraction step. The goal of
this step is defining a set of Regions-of-Interest (RoIs) from the points assigned to
the different PoIs. The algorithm exploits the Map-Reduce pattern. Specifically, for
each keyword (i.e., a PoI), all the associated geographical points are processed by
using the DBSCAN algorithm, which aggregates them into clusters (see Figure 2.7).
Among these clusters, the one containing the greatest number of points is selected
and used to represents the Region-of-Interest (RoI) associated to the PoI. Such
cluster can be converted into a polygon, and eventually displayed on a map, by
using a convex hull algorithm.

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void extract_rois(Execution & exec, string dataPerKeywordsFile,

string roisFile){
3 cout << "computing rois..." << endl;
4

5 aspide::text_in_container dataPerKeywords_in(
dataPerKeywordsFile, ’\n’);
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6 aspide::output_container rois_out(roisFile);
7 map<string, Geometry> rois;
8

9 aspide::format_writer roisFormatter(
10 rois_out,
11 [](map<string, Geometry> & rois_map){
12 std::ostringstream s;
13 rois = rois_map;
14 for(auto & kv : rois_map){
15 json jsonPair;
16 jsonPair["first"] = kv.first;
17 jsonPair["second"] = json(kv.second);
18 s << jsonPair.dump() << endl;
19 }
20 return s.str();
21 }
22 );
23 grppi::map_reduce(
24 exec,
25 dataPerKeywords_in,
26 roisFormatter,
27 //mapper
28 [](string line)->map<string, Geometry>{
29 json jsonPair = json.parse(line);
30 string roi_name = jsonPair["first"].get<string>();
31 list<ClusterPoint> pois = jsonPair["second"].get<list<

ClusterPoint>>();
32 Geometry* roi = getRoI(pois, eps, minPts);
33 map<string, Geometry> roi_map;
34 if(roi != NULL)
35 roi_map[roi_name] = *roi;
36 return roi_map;
37 },
38 //reducer
39 [](map<string, Geometry> & lhs, map<string, Geometry> & rhs)
40 -> map<string, Geometry>
41 {
42 for(auto & kv : rhs)
43 lhs[kv.first] = kv.second;
44 return lhs;
45 }
46 );
47 cout << "rois computed." << endl;
48 }

Listing 2.8: DCEx code snippet of the RoI extraction method

2.1.2.7 Transactions extraction

Starting from the RoIs calculated at the previous step, the Map-Reduce algorithm
defined in Listing 2.9 transforms the locations visited by users from pairs of coordi-
nates (longitude/latitude) into of RoIs.

Specifically, for each social media item, a mapper extracts the user and day of
the post to create a < user, day > pair. Exploiting the geographical coordinates
of each social media item, such pairs are associated to a RoI. Then, the reduce
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input
map: item ->

(hashtag, RoI)
reduce

(name, RoI) output

Figure 2.7: RoI extraction data flow.

step aggregates intermediate data coming from the mappers (i.e., << user, day >
,RoI >) and produces a dataset containing the list of RoIs visited by each user in
the different days (see Figure 2.8).

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void extract_transactions(Execution & exec, string geoitemsFile,

string roisFile, string transactionsFile){
3 cout << "computing roiPaths..." << endl;
4 aspide::text_in_container geoitems_in(geoitemsFile, ’\n’);
5 aspide::text_in_container rois_in(roisFile, ’\n’);
6 aspide::output_container transactions_out(transactionsFile);
7

8 aspide::format_writer transactionsFormatter(
9 transactions_out,

10 [](map<string, list<string>> out){
11 std::ostringstream s;
12 for(auto & p : out){
13 json jsonTransaction = json::array(p.second);
14 s << jsonTransaction.dump() << std::endl;
15 }
16 return s.str();
17 }
18 );
19 grppi::map_reduce(
20 exec,
21 geoitems_in,
22 transactionsFormatter,
23 //mapper
24 [](string line)->map<string, list<string>>{
25 json x = json::parse(line);
26 string nameAndDay = getNameAndDay(x);
27 string roi = getRoI(exec, item, rois_in);
28 map<string, list<string>> out;
29 if(roi != "")
30 out[nameAndDay]={roi};
31 return out;
32 },
33 //reducer
34 [](map<string, list<string>> & lhs, map<string, list<string>>

& rhs)
35 -> map<string, list<string>>
36 {
37 for(auto & kv : rhs){
38 if(!lhs.count(kv.first))
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39 lhs[kv.first] = {};
40 lhs[kv.first].insert(kv.second.begin(), kv.second.end());
41 }
42 return lhs;
43 }
44 );
45 cout << "transactions computed." << endl;
46 }

Listing 2.9: DCEx code snippet of the RoI path extraction method

Input
map: item ->

(<name,day>,RoI)
reduce

(<name,day>, [list of RoIs]) output

Figure 2.8: RoI path extraction data flow.

2.1.2.8 Frequent pattern mining

During the last step of our use case, the FPGrowth algorithm is used for extract-
ing the most frequent sets of RoIs visited by social media users in a single day.
Listing 2.10 shows three functions used in this step:

• load_transactions: it loads the transactions from the container created at the
previous step in a local in-memory data structure;

• write_frequentPatterns: it writes the computed frequent patterns, received in
a local data structure, to the final output container;

• frequentPatternsMining: it invokes a function that executes an instance of the
FPGrowth algorithm.

Figure 2.9 shows the data flow of the frequent pattern mining algorithm. In
particular, the FPGrowth algorithm processes the input transactions and distributes
results into a distributed storage system.

1 template<typename Execution>
2 void load_transactions(string transactionsFile, vector<vector<

string>> transactions_output){
3 cout << "loading transactions..." << endl;
4 aspide::text_in_container file(transactionsFile,’\n’);
5 auto iter = file.begin();
6 while(iter != file.end()){
7 auto line = *iter;
8 json tJson = json::parse(line);
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9 vector<string> transaction = tJson.get<vector<string>>();
10 transactions_output.push_back(transaction);
11 ++iter;
12 }
13 cout << "transactions loaded." << endl;
14 }
15

16 template<typename Execution>
17 void write_frequentPatterns(vector<vector<string>>

frequentPatterns, string patternsFile){
18 cout << "writing patterns..." << endl;
19 aspide::output_container frequentPatterns_out(patternsFile);
20 aspide::flusher flusher = frequentPatterns_out.get_flusher();
21 for(vector<string> pattern : frequentPatterns){
22 json jsonPattern = json::array(pattern);
23 flusher << jsonPattern.dump();
24 }
25 cout << "patterns written." << endl;
26 }
27

28 template<typename Execution>
29 void frequentPatternsMining(string transactionsFile, string

patternsFile){
30 cout << "mining frequent patterns..." << std::endl;
31 vector<vector<string>> transactions;
32 vector<pair<vector<string>, uint64_t>> frequentPatterns;
33 // load
34 load_transactions(transactionsFile, transactions);
35 // compute
36 grppi::parallel_execution_native exec();
37 fpgrowth_grppi(exec, transactions, minSupport,

frequentPatterns);
38 // write
39 write_frequentPatterns(frequentPatterns, patternsFile);
40 cout << "process successful." << endl;
41 }

Listing 2.10: DCEx code snippet of the frequent pattern mining function

Input Output
FPGrowth

Figure 2.9: Frequent pattern mining data flow.

2.1.2.9 Output

In the following, we discuss some of the most interesting results that have been
obtained. Table 2.1 shows the top 5 places visited in Rome, with the corresponding
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support in the data. The Colosseum is the most visited place, followed by the St.
Peter’s Basilica.

Table 2.1: Top 5 places visited in Rome.

Place Support

Colosseum 21.7%

St Peter’s Basilica 13.9%

Trastevere 8.7%

Pantheon 6.5%

Trevi Fountain 5.3%

Table 2.2 shows the most frequent itemsets of length 3 that have been discovered
in Rome. As reported, {Pantheon, St. Peter’s Basilica, Colosseum} is the most
frequent set of places visited by social users in Rome, with a support of 5.3%.
Combining the information contained in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, an interesting result is
that Trastevere, a popular district of Rome, is the third most visited place, but it is
not present in any frequent itemset. This could happen because Trastevere is visited
by people during the evening, for having a dinner in one of its many restaurants or
pubs, but it is not part of common tourist routes during the daylight.

Table 2.2: Top 5 frequent sets of places visited in Rome.

Set of places Support

Pantheon, St. Peter’s Basilica, Colosseum 5.3%

Trevi Fountain, St. Peter’s Basilica, Colosseum 4.5%

Roman Forum, St. Peter’s Basilica, Colosseum 4.4%

Vatican Museums, St. Peter’s Basilica, Colosseum 4.4%

Trevi Fountain, Pantheon, Colosseum 4.0%

2.2 Magnetic resonance image processing

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the most used neuroimaging technique for
the study of the human brain due to its versatility and safety for the participant. It
is essential for the identification of structural lesions causing epilepsy, tumors, or
vascular malformations. Also, this imaging technique is widely used in research for
tasks such as the development of new biomarkers or characterizing the development
of neural diseases.

Improvements in MRI scanners in the last decades have led to high-resolution
images in short acquisition times. These improvements, along with a new neuro-
science paradigm that emphasizes sample size, have driven the growth of massive
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databases. Databases such as UK Biobank1 includes medical imaging data for
around 100,000 volunteer participants. Also, there are ongoing studies like the
Rhineland Study2 that estimates to acquire more than 10,000 neuroimage samples.
These projects aim to improve the diagnosis and treatment of multiple illnesses.
Additionally, platforms such as OpenNeuro 3 have collected multiple imaging
modalities of over 18,000 subjects. The processing of this enormous volume of
information to obtain metrics of interest is very expensive in terms of computational
burden.

2.2.1 Final applications

The current use-case is an example of MRI processing application. The application is
a processing workflow of diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) data for neuroimaging
research.

DWI is an MRI modality that aims to characterize the water diffusion in dif-
ferent brain areas, allowing to obtain unique metrics for the study of white-matter
microstructure and structural connectivity of the brain.

DWI data are 4-dimensional images composed from tens to hundreds of volumet-
ric (3-dimensional) acquisitions of the brain, each one providing distinct diffusion
information. Each 3-dimensional acquisition is composed of the recorded signal of
around one million volumetric pixels (voxels). This leads to DWI images ranging
from hundreds to thousands of MB for each participant. Images from the different
participants must be preprocessed to correct for artifacts and processed to obtain rel-
evant metrics/maps. Along with the DWI data, high-resolution T1-weighted (T1w)
structural images are processed to obtain complementary anatomical information.
The obtained metrics/maps are finally used in a group-level statistical analysis.

The application proposed for the evaluation is a typical DWI processing work-
flow, depicted in Figure 2.10. This workflow generates, for each participant,
diffusion-tensor maps, white-matter microstructure maps, white-matter fiber ori-
entation distribution functions (FODs), and an estimation of white-matter tracts
(tractography). Inputs for this workflow, for each subject, are. (i) a preprocessed
NIfTI 4D image containing the DWI data, along with two plain text files containing
the diffusion weighting information (bvecs and bvals files); (ii) a T1w and a T2w
preprocessed NIfTI 3D structural images already coregistered to the DWI data. We
use neuroimaging data from the open-access Young Adults Human Connectome
Project (YA-HCP) database4. This dataset contains high-quality, high-resolution
DWI and structural MRI brain data of over one thousand healthy young adults.
The high resolution of the images of this dataset translates into large image files
that pose a real processing challenge. Furthermore, the YA-HCP database provides

1https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/
2https://www.neurodegenerationresearch.eu/it/cohort/the-rhineland-study/
3https://openneuro.org/
4https://db.humanconnectome.org/
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Figure 2.10: Proposed DWI processing workflow.

ready-to-use preprocessed data. For this evaluation we will use the preprocessed
data the YA-HCP 100 unrelated subjects dataset.

The baseline processing workflow was initially implemented, on the one hand,
using the Python package Nipype5, a library that provides interfaces to the most used
neuroimaging software, simplifying the interconnection between packages, and
provides several execution plugins, including SLURM cluster and multithreaded
executions. On the other hand, the workflow is implemented using the DCEx to
orchestrate the execution of different processing steps consisting of Python scripts.
The processing steps of the proposed workflow use commands from different state-
of-the-art neuroimaging toolboxes, along with customized Python code, which are
launched using the above-mentioned Python scripts. In the following, we provide
more details about the individual processing steps (see Figure 2.10):

• Q-space normalization: The diffusion weighting values stored in a text file
are binned and saved in a new text file. This is done using the NumPy Python
package.

• Undersample: The DWI data (288 volumes) is loaded; we select the first 139

5https://nipype.readthedocs.io/
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and save them in a new NIfTI image. Text files with diffusion-weighting
data are modified accordingly. This is done using the nibabel and NumPy
packages.

• Tissue segmentation: T1w image is segmented into five tissue types [cortical
grey matter (GM), subcortical GM, white matter (WM), cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF), and abnormal tissue]. This is done using MRtrix3’s 5ttgen script
that uses FSL’s fast tool [1]. The result is stored in a 4D NIfTI image.

• Resampling: The tissue-type segmentation is resampled to the DWI data
resolution. The result is stored in a 4D NIfTI image.

• Response estimation: Voxels representative of CSF, GW and one-bundle WM
are selected from the DWI data. Then, the diffusion-weighting response of
the different tissues is estimated. This is done using the dhollander algorithm
implemented in MRtrix’s dwi2response [2]. Results are stored in plain
text files.

• FOD estimation: DWI data and DWI response for each tissue are used to
estimate the FODs for every voxel employing the multi-shell multi-tissue
constrained spherical deconvolution algorithm implemented in MRtrix3’s
dwi2fod tool [3]. The computation is done independently for every voxel,
and the tool allows for multithreading. Results are stored in the 4D NIfTI
images.

• Tensor fitting: Diffusion tensors are estimated in every voxel to compute most
common diffusion tensor imaging metrics. This is done using FSL’s dtifit
tool. The computation can be performed independently in each voxel, but
dtifit does not offer a multithreading implementation. Results are stored
in several 3D NIfTI images.

• Diffusion coefficients: DWI data is used to estimate several WM microstruc-
ture metrics. This is done using the spherical mean technique as implemented
in SMT’s fitmcmicro tool [4]. Estimation can be performed in each voxel
independently and the used tool allows for multithreading computation.
Results are stored in several 3D NIfTI images.

2.2.2 Integration with project components

The MRI processing application integrates the following ASPIDE solutions:

• DCEx: in the current use case, DCEx orchestrates the execution of the differ-
ent processes that compose the workflow. We use the parallel_execution_dist_task
runtime, that integrates the DCEx constructs. In particular, we use the farm
and split_join patterns.
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• ASPIDE Containers: used to load and store input, temporary and output data
in a distributed environment.

• Bull/Atos Smart Burst Buffer: this component is used to convey written IO
on a data node instead of writing directly to a parallel file system to avoid
contention and allow higher data transfer rate.

For the integration with the ASPIDE solutions, the first step was to generate
separate executable files (Python in this case) containing the commands and flags
for each processing stage. An example of this can be found in Listing 2.11.

1 import sys
2 import os
3 import subprocess
4

5 def mrtrix3_mrresize(input_image, output_image, voxel, interp,
nthreads=None):

6 cwd = os.getcwd()
7 call_list = [’mrresize’, ’-voxel’, ’{}’.format(voxel), ’-

interp’, ’{}’.format(interp), ’-force’]
8 if nthreads is not None:
9 call_list.extend([’-nthreads’, ’{}’.format(nthreads)])

10 call_list.extend([’{}’.format(input_image), ’{}’.format(
output_image)])

11 subprocess.call(call_list)
12 output = os.path.join(cwd, ’{}’.format(output_image))
13 return output
14

15 input_image=sys.argv[1]
16 output_image=sys.argv[2]
17 voxel=’1.25’
18 interp=’nearest’
19

20 mrtrix3_mrresize(input_image, output_image, voxel, interp)

Listing 2.11: Example of Python script for the execution of the processing step.
Specifically, the code shown coresponds to the resize_5tt.py script that executes the
resampling step.

In parallel, for each of the executable files created, it is necessary to declare the
inputs, outputs, and file name in the C++ code (Listing 2.12).

1 auto resize_5tt = [](std::string path) {
2 auto in = path + "/5tt.nii.gz";
3 auto out = path + "/resized_5tt.nii.gz";
4 return "python2.7 resize_5tt.py " + in + " " + out;
5 };

Listing 2.12: Example of declaration of the call to the Python script.

Finally, the remaining C++ code manages the workflow, with processes that
can be called using between-subject parallelization (using farm directive), within-
subject parallelization (using split_join) or sequentially (calling them inside
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pipeline directives). Listing 2.10 shows a snipped code of the implementation
of the execution pipeline in terms of parallel blocks and parallel patterns.

1 auto inner_split = split_join(duplicate{},
2 farm(task(response)),
3 farm(task(true,dtifit)),
4 farm(task(true,mcmicro))
5 );
6

7 pipeline(exec,
8 all(folders),
9 task([](string path){

10 return "mkdir -p " + path + WORKING;
11 }),
12 split_join(duplicate{},
13 pipeline(
14 farm(task(true,fivettgen)),
15 farm(task(resize_5tt))
16 ),
17 pipeline(
18 farm(task(bin_bvals)),
19 farm(task(undersample_dwi)),
20 inner_split,
21 farm(task(true,msmt_csd))
22 )
23 ),
24 farm(task(true,tracking)),
25 [](string & path) {
26 cerr << "Finished " + path << endl;
27 }
28 );

Listing 2.13: DWI workflow implemented in DCEx.

Integrating the application with burst buffer (SBB) consists on installing a
dedicated data node with (a 50GB in out case) high performance storage facility to
buffer the maximum volume of processed data during checkpoints and IO-intensive
phases. This is a hardware requirement. Regarding the software, Flash Accelerators
product must be installed on the cluster that manages both compute nodes and data
nodes.

2.3 Big data

This use case is based on the analysis of data belonging to the Telco sector. In
particular, our system collects information about mobile users on Italian territory
and consecutively allows specific users (the customer of the system, namely tenant)
to set and visualize quantitative analysis about users’ mobility/presence on that
data through a web app. At first it gathers data every 15 minutes from the national
cellular network. Basically, the collection process provides a real-time estimate of
mobile users distribution over the national territory. Data is then properly aggregated
and stored on HBase tables. In the presentation layer, a user can create an analysis
scenario by selecting or drawing a geographic area and by setting parameters of
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interest (period, age range, gender, etc.). Once the scenario is submitted, analysis
takes place through HBase API and MapReduce jobs. The analysis results are then
shown in the web app interface. It is important to clarify that for the purpose of
the ASPIDE project, having regard to the scale and the structure of this use case, it
was convenient to consider some simplifications in order to make our system more
accessible:

define a fixed portion of the data set (e.g. one month of data);

emulate some components (e.g. the presentation layer).

2.3.1 Final applications

Starting from a data set on HDFS, containing information about mobile users
distribution on the Italian territory, the core of the application allows quantitative
analysis by aggregation and filtering functions mainly following a Map and Reduce
model. As use case, the following two jobs are considered:

Job 1: Aggregate by (AREA, YEAR,TRIMENSTER, DAYTYPE, TIMERANGE,
TYPE) and compute the overall average (AVG), the average of the elements
before the first decile (MIN) and the average of the element after the last
decile (MAX);

Job 2: Aggregate by (YEAR,MONTH,DAY,QUARTEROFHOUR,USERTYPE)
and compute the sum and average of the values within the selected areas.

The workflows of both jobs following the classic MapReduce model, were
implemented using Spark2 Java API on YARN.

Map Subsequently, map operations emit key-value pairs, where the key is a
string properly built according to the wanted aggregation and the value is the number
of presence of a given entry. For example, if we want a sum of the presence values
aggregating only by selected areas, then the mapper will remove the information
about the area in key-value pairs emission.

Reduce In the reduce step a specific function is used on the key, [list of values].
In the just mentioned case, a simple sum of the elements of the list is applied.
Actually, more complex reducing function are implemented for this use cases

Format and write Key-value pairs are then formatted according to particular
needs, e.g. csv line format. This is essentially another map function on the reduce
output, on which data locality can largely be exploited. Finally, results are written
on HDFS as text files

Our use case consisted of two GrPPI + DCEX jobs covering the just mentioned
two types of analysis, named trimestralMean and sumCustomArea. In both cases
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the input is a HDFS text file with same structure. An entry has a structure as shown
in following Table , and in the case of the text file it corresponds to a line

Figure 2.11: input file format

Listing 2.14 shows the GrPPI+DCEx code for the trimestralMean

1 #undef NDEBUG
2 #include <cmath>
3

4 #include <iostream>
5 #include <vector>
6 #include <numeric>
7 #include <memory>
8 //#include <experimental/optional>
9 #include "strtk.hpp"

10 #include "datetime_utils.hpp"
11 #include <optional>
12 #include <stdlib.h> /* atoi, atof */
13

14

15 #include <string.h>
16 //#include "text_in_container.hpp"
17 //#include "file_generic.hpp"
18

19 #include <iostream> // std::cout, std::ostream,
std::ios

20 #include <fstream> // std::filebuf
21

22 #include "grppi.h"
23 #include "task_dist/zmq_port_service.h"
24 #include "task_dist/zmq_task.h"
25 #include <boost/serialization/map.hpp>
26 #undef COUT
27 #define COUT if (0) {std::ostringstream foo;foo
28 #undef ENDL
29 #define ENDL std::endl;std::cout << foo.str();}
30

31 using namespace grppi;
32

33 // modify input string function, NOT a copy
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34 void replace_string_in_place(std::string& subject,
const std::string& search,

35 const std::string& replace)
{

36 size_t pos = 0;
37 while ((pos = subject.find(search, pos)) != std::

string::npos) {
38 subject.replace(pos, search.length(), replace

);
39 pos += replace.length();
40 }
41 }
42

43 // rowkey splitted on date and code territory
44 void tokenize_key(std::string str, std::vector<std::

string> &token_v){
45 size_t start = str.find_first_not_of("|"), end=

start;
46

47 // Find next occurence of pipe delimiter
48 end = str.find("|", start);
49 // Push back the token found into std::vector
50 token_v.push_back(str.substr(start, end-start)

);
51 // Skip all occurences of the pipe delimiter

to find new start
52 start = str.find_first_not_of("|", end);
53 }
54

55 //set day type weekday or public holiday
56 std::string day_type(int d, int m, int y){
57 int LeapYears = (int) y/ 4;
58 long a = (y - LeapYears)*365 + LeapYears * 366;
59 if(m >= 2) a += 31;
60 if(m >= 3 && (int)y/4 == y/4) a += 29;
61 else if(m >= 3) a += 28;
62 if(m >= 4) a += 31;
63 if(m >= 5) a += 30;
64 if(m >= 6) a += 31;
65 if(m >= 7) a += 30;
66 if(m >= 8) a += 31;
67 if(m >= 9) a += 31;
68 if(m >= 10) a += 30;
69 if(m >= 11) a += 31;
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70 if(m == 12) a += 30;
71 a += d;
72 int b = (a - 2) % 7;
73 switch (b){
74 case 1:
75 case 2:
76 case 3:
77 case 4:
78 case 5:
79 return "1";
80 case 6:
81 case 7:
82 return "2";
83 }
84 }
85

86 // set day time slots
87 int get_day_range(std::string &time){
88 std::string day_range [5] = { "0400", "0800", "1200",

"1600", "2000" }; // must be sorted by time
89 int size = std::size(day_range);
90 for (int i = 0; i < size; i++)
91 if (day_range[i].compare(time) >= 0)
92 return i + 1;
93

94 return size + 1; // last time slot ending at 23.59
95 }
96

97 // main
98 int main(int argc, char *argv[])
99 {

100

101 std::string column_family_header = "P Ni Ns Tb Tc Gm
Gf F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6"; // use this like column

family header
102 // std::string day_range [5] = { "0400", "0800",

"1200", "1600", "2000" }; // must be sorted by time
103

104 std::cout<<"Job 1 Aggregate by AREA|YEAR|TRIMENSTER|
DAYTYPE|TIMERANGE|TYPE and compute the overall
average (AVG),

105 the average of the elements before the first decile
(MIN) and the average of the element after the last
decile (MAX); \n";
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106

107 if (argc != 7) {
108 std::cout << "Usage: " << argv[0] << " <node id> <

server id> <input_dir> <output_dir> <zmq_task_pool><
input_chunk>" << std::endl;

109

110 }
111

112 long id = atoi(argv[1]);
113 long server_id = atoi(argv[2]);
114 bool is_server = (id == server_id);
115 // map a list of target machines
116 std::map<long, std::string> machines{{0,

"127.0.0.1"}};
117

118 // create zmq scheduler
119 auto port_serv = std::make_shared<zmq_port_service>

(machines[0], 5570, is_server);
120 std::cout << "port_service_->new_port() : " <<

port_serv->new_port() << std::endl;
121 auto sched = std::make_unique<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task

>>(machines, id, port_serv, atoi(argv[5]),
server_id, 2);

122

123 // task parallel_execution
124 parallel_execution_dist_task<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task

>> exec{std::move(sched)};
125 exec.set_split_size(atoi(argv[6])); // exec chunk
126

127

128 std::cout<< "Input file or collection: "<<argv[3]<<
std::endl;

129 aspide::text_in_container in(argv[3],’\n’);
130

131 std::cout<< "Output path: "<<argv[4]<<std::endl;
132 aspide::output_container out(argv[4]);
133

134 // formatted output function
135 format_writer formatter(out,
136 [](std::map<std::string,std::vector<double>> item

) -> std::string{
137 std::ostringstream s;
138 for (std::pair<std::string,std::vector<double>>

w : item) {
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139 // s << replace_string_in_place(w.first, "_",
";") << ";" << w.second.at(0)<< ";" << w.second.at
(1) << ";" << w.second.at(2) <<std::endl;

140 replace_string_in_place(w.first, "_", ";");
141 s << w.first << ";" << w.second.at(0)<< ";"

<< w.second.at(1) << ";" << w.second.at(2) <<std::
endl;

142 }
143 return s.str();
144 }
145 );
146

147

148

149

150 grppi::map_reduce(exec, in, formatter,
151 [column_family_header](std::string s

)-> std::map<std::string,std::vector<double>>
152 {
153 std::map<std::string,std::vector

<double>> m;
154 std::istringstream iss(s);
155 std::istringstream cfh(

column_family_header);
156 std::string family;
157 // convert key
158 // std::string s;
159 iss >> s; //s contains

full row-key
160 std:std::vector<std::

string> v;
161 tokenize_key(s, v); //

split row-key into date and area
162

163 // Setup the RFC-822 HTTP
date-time format handlers

164 dt_utils::datetime dt;
165 dt_utils::

datetime_format00 fmt(dt); //YYYYMMdd
166 dt.clear();
167 // convert format key data

to DateTime
168 strtk::

string_to_type_converter("20" + v.at(0), fmt);
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169

170 int trimester = (dt.month
/ 4) + 1;

171 std::string time;
172 iss >> time;
173 time = time.substr(3); //

from 15|0000 to 0000
174 std::string area = v.at(1);

175

176 for(s; iss >> s;) {
177 cfh >> family; // loop

usertype column header
178 std::string map_key = area +

"_" + std::to_string(dt.year) + "_" + "trimester" +
"" + day_type(dt.day, dt.month, dt.year) + std::

to_string(get_day_range(time)) + family;
179 std::vector<double> vect{ std

::stod(s) };
180 m.insert({map_key, vect});

// map_key, value
181 }
182 return m;
183 },
184 // Reduce
185 [](std::map<std::string,std::vector<

double>> &lhs,
186 std::map<std::string,std::vector

<double>> &rhs)
187 {
188 std::map<std::string,std::vector<

double>> tmp;
189 for (auto & wv : rhs) {
190 if ( tmp.find(wv.first) == tmp.

end() ) {
191 // not found
192 tmp[wv.first] = std::vector<

double> { wv.second.at(0) };
193 } else {
194 // found
195 tmp[wv.first].push_back(wv.

second.at(0)); // groupbykey
196 }
197 }
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198 for (auto & t: tmp){
199 auto n = t.second.size();
200 double mean = 0.0d;
201

202 if ( n != 0) {
203 mean = std::accumulate( t.

second.begin(), t.second.end(),
204 0.0) / t.second.size();
205 } // groupbykey.mean
206 // sort mean array
207 sort(t.second.begin(), t.

second.end());
208 // first decile
209 int first_decile_index = (int

) std::ceil((10 / 100) * t.second.size()) - 1;
210 // mean first decile
211 double min = accumulate(t.

second.begin(), std::next(t.second.begin(),
first_decile_index), 0.0);

212 // last decile
213 int last_decile_index = (int)

std::ceil((90 / 100) * t.second.size()) - 1;
214 // mean last decile
215 double max = accumulate(std::

next(t.second.begin(),last_decile_index),t.second.
end(), 0.0) / (t.second.size() - last_decile_index);

216 lhs[t.first] = std::vector<
double> { mean, min, max};

217 }
218 return lhs;
219 });
220 return 0;
221 }

Listing 2.14: trimestralMean

Listing 2.15 shows the GrPPI+DCEx code for the sumCustomArea

1 #include <string.h>
2 //#include "text_in_container.hpp"
3 //#include "file_generic.hpp"
4

5 #include <iostream> // std::cout, std::ostream,
std::ios
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6 #include <fstream> // std::filebuf
7 #include "datetime_utils.hpp"
8 #include "grppi.h"
9 #include "task_dist/zmq_port_service.h"

10 #include "task_dist/zmq_task.h"
11 #include <boost/serialization/map.hpp>
12 #undef COUT
13 #define COUT if (0) {std::ostringstream foo;foo
14 #undef ENDL
15 #define ENDL std::endl;std::cout << foo.str();}
16

17 using namespace grppi;
18 // rowkey splitted on date and code territory
19 void tokenize_key(std::string str, std::vector<std::

string> &token_v){
20 size_t start = str.find_first_not_of("|"), end=

start;
21

22 // Find next occurence of pipe delimiter
23 end = str.find("|", start);
24 // Push back the token found into std::vector
25 token_v.push_back(str.substr(start, end-start)

);
26 // Skip all occurences of the pipe delimiter

to find new start
27 start = str.find_first_not_of("|", end);
28 }
29

30 // main
31 int main(int argc, char *argv[])
32 {
33

34 std::string column_family_header = "P Ni Ns Tb Tc Gm
Gf F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6";

35

36 std::cout<<"Aggregate by YEAR|MONTH|DAY|
QUARTEROFHOUR|USERTYPE and compute the average \

37 of the values within the selected areas.";

38

39 if (argc != 7) {
40 std::cout << "Usage: " << argv[0] << " <node id> <

server id> <input_dir> <output_dir> <zmq_task_pool>
<input_chunk>" << std::endl;
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41 }
42

43 long id = atoi(argv[1]);
44 long server_id = atoi(argv[2]);
45 bool is_server = (id == server_id);
46 // map a list of target machines
47 std::map<long, std::string> machines{{0,

"127.0.0.1"}};
48 // create zmq scheduler
49 auto port_serv = std::make_shared<zmq_port_service>

(machines[0], 5570, is_server);
50 std::cout << "port_service_->new_port() : " <<

port_serv->new_port() << std::endl;
51 auto sched = std::make_unique<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task

>>(machines, id,
52 port_serv,

atoi(argv[5]), server_id, 2);
53 // task parallel_execution
54 parallel_execution_dist_task<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task

>> exec{std::move(sched)};
55

56 exec.set_split_size(atoi(argv[6])); // exec chunk
57

58 std::cout<< "Input file or collection: "<<argv[3]<<
std::endl;

59 aspide::text_in_container in(argv[3],’\n’);
60

61 std::cout<< "Output path: "<<argv[4]<<std::endl;
62 aspide::output_container out(argv[4]);
63

64 // formatted output function
65 format_writer formatter(out,
66 [](std::map<std::string,std::vector<double>> item

) -> std::string{
67 std::ostringstream s;
68 for (auto & w : item) {
69 s << w.first << "\t" << w.second.at(0) << "\

t" << w.second.at(1) <<std::endl;
70 }
71 return s.str();
72 }
73 );
74

75
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76 grppi::map_reduce(exec, in, formatter,
77 // Map - loop on (UserType, input) and

instantiates vector map_key, values
78 [column_family_header](std::string s

)-> std::map<std::string,std::vector<double>>
79 {
80 std::map<std::string,std::vector

<double>> m;
81 std::istringstream iss(s);
82 std::istringstream cfh(

column_family_header);
83 std::string

family;
84 // convert

key
85 // std::

string s;
86 iss >> s; //

s contains full row-key
87 std:std::

vector<std::string> v;
88 // split row-key into date and area
89 tokenize_key

(s, v);
90

91 // Setup the RFC-822 HTTP
date-time format handlers

92 dt_utils::
datetime dt;

93 dt_utils::
datetime_format00 fmt(dt);

94 //YYYYMMdd
95 dt.clear();
96 strtk::

string_to_type_converter("20" + v.at(0), fmt);
97 // convert

key format data to DateTime
98

99

100 std::string
time;

101 iss >> time;
102 time = time.

substr(3);
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103 //from
15|0000 to 0000

104

105

106 for(s; iss >> s;) {
107 cfh >> family; // loop

usertype column family header
108 // rowkey like yyMMdd|CUSTOM

|P|0000
109 std::string map_key = v.at(0) +

"|CUSTOM|" + family + "|" + time;
110 std::vector<double> vect{ std::stod(s

) };
111 m.insert({map_key, vect});

// map_key, value
112 }
113 return m;
114 },
115 [](std::map<std::string,std::vector<

double>> &lhs,
116 std::map<std::string,std::vector

<double>> &rhs)
117 {
118 std::map<std::string,std::vector<

double>> tmp;
119 for (auto & wv : rhs) {
120 if ( tmp.find(wv.first) == tmp.

end() ) {
121 // not found
122 tmp[wv.first] = std::vector<

double> { wv.second.at(0) };
123 } else {
124 // found
125 tmp[wv.first].push_back(wv.

second.at(0));
126 }
127 } // groupbykey
128 for (auto & t: tmp){
129 auto count = t.second.size();
130

131 double sum = std::accumulate( t.
second.begin(), t.second.end(), 0.0);

132 // Alternative way C++17
133 //double sum = std::reduce(t.
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second.begin(), t.second.end());
134 // use reduce function
135 //double sum = std::reduce(std::execution::par, t.

second.begin(), t.second.end());
136 //Use hardware parallel

processing capabilities
137 lhs[t.first] = std::vector<

double> { sum, (sum / count)};
138 //return sum and avg for each

key
139 }
140 // No need place sorting instruction here because map

is actually a tree and is sorted by key
141 return lhs;
142 });
143 return 0;
144 }

Listing 2.15: sumCustomArea

2.3.2 Integration with projects components

As described above, the jobs are a porting of our spark jobs to a solution GrPPI +
DCEX. Spark RDDs transformations were converted to Map and Reduce operations
implemented using GrPPi high-level parallel pattern map_reduce and the GrPPI
execution models were exploited for implementing the DCEx Data Model Abstrac-
tions current version (Data, Computing nodes and Task) including data-locality
specifications, .

The porting was carried out on a multi-node environment using:

* the GrPPI map_reduce pattern and defining

* a visible map collection for N target machines (N>1) as follows

...
std::map<long, std::string> machines{{0, "127.0.0.1"}};
auto port_serv = std::make_shared<zmq_port_service> (machines[0], 5570, is_server);
std::cout << "port_service_->new_port() : " << port_serv->new_port() << std::endl;
auto sched = std::make_unique<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>>(machines, id,port_serv,
atoi(argv[5]), server_id, 2);

parallel_execution_dist_task<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>> exec{std::move(sched)};
exec.set_split_size(atoi(argv[6])); // input chunks
...

This approach using the
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zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>>exec{std::move(sched)

* we intended to hide this information through the Carea and Cnode con-
structors and the use of the other DCEx data-aware specifications data.get,
Task_Pool, data.declare, Task, and data.set.

As prerequisites, we installed on development machine:

cmake version (3.16.3-1ubuntu1)

g++ version (4:9.3.0-1ubuntu2)

libczmq-dev version (4.2.0-2).

liblog4cxx-dev version (0.10.0-15ubuntu2)

pkg-config version (0.29.1-0ubuntu4)

libboost-all-dev version (1.71.0.0ubuntu2)

libboost-serialization-dev version (1.71.0.0ubuntu2)

libperl-dev iversion (5.30.0-9ubuntu0.2)

libgtk2.0-dev version (2.24.32-4ubuntu4)

strtk.hpp and datetime_utils.hpp in +/usr/include+

In order to launch trimestralMean job, you need to type, at command line:

mpiexec -l -env DCEX_DEBUG /aspide/bd_mobility/logcfg.xml
./qMean file://aspide/bd_mobility/bd.csv

In order to launch sumCustomArea job, you need to type, at command line:

mpiexec -l -env DCEX_DEBUG /aspide/bd_mobility/logcfg.xml
./qSum file://aspide/bd_mobility/bd.csv

2.4 Deep learning

2.4.1 Final applications

This chapter describes in details final applications of PSNC in the deep learning
area to provide better understanding of the problems, that have been solved. PSNC
as a supercomputer center is interested in building and maintenance of advanced
infrastructure that supports growing number of deep learning applications. There-
fore, the main goal of the deep learning use case was to evaluate ASPIDE results on
various important classes of deep learning processing such as time series analysis
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and prediction or computer vision. To achieve this goal, three different scenarios
was applied: detecting anomalies in time series, object detections and classification
of images, and supporting CFD simulations with deep learning. Compared with
D5.3, the following changes were introduced. Integration of anomaly detection
application with GrPPI was improved (simplified) by the direct use of existing
Python components and C++ orchestrator. Image classification pipeline was applied
to another important domain - medicine (COVID-19 diagnosis). Deep learning
support for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations was also integrated
with GrPPI following the scheme from other use cases.

2.4.1.1 Anomaly detection in EV logs

Modern vehicles have hundreds of sensors and parameters measured on board. All
of them are collected in the central unit called CAN bus. The detailed analysis
of such logs can help in more effective operation of such vehicles e.g., predict
failures before they happen, find possible reason of some failures or predict wear
of consumables. A single vehicle operated in a public transport can produce up to
5GB of data daily. When multiplied by dozens of cities and hundreds of vehicles
the amount of data for the analysis easily reaches a few terabytes per month.

The first challange in this project was to build a dataset for training. To achieve
this goal, the raw CAN bus logs had to be decoded, because they are natively stored
in a hexadecimal values in a text file. Thus, a dedicated decoder had to be prepared,
which could find values and decode them in a proper way. The file usually contains
from dozens thousands up to millions of lines e.g. (1GB file contains about 20M
lines or 5GB file contains about 80M lines). Each line contains the following fields:
timestamp, frame id and fields with hexadecimal values. In the decoding process the
hexadecimal values must be transformed in binary format. Then, from binary format
bits corresponding to a given parameter are chosen and converted into decimal form.
A single frame (line in file) can encode values of a few different parameters. After
that, the chosen parameters in decimal format, were stored in TFrecord format.

The data are not labelled, thus the next challenge was to build an unsupervised
model. For research purposes, the open dataset with labeled anomalies was used,
in order to test various architectures and approaches. Figure 2.13 shows the effect
of our model. Once the pipeline was defined, i.e. model architecture and data
preprocessing (e.g. scaling), then it was applied to original CAN bus data for
training and inference.

Apart from anomaly detection, time series prediction was also performed on
various parameters (also with Recurrent Neural Networks).

2.4.1.2 X-ray image analysis for COVID detection

The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic hit the whole world, catching our health care systems
off guard. Very quickly did we realise, that in order to successfully fight the virus,
medics need to receive all the help they can, even from scientists with non-medical
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Figure 2.12: Anomaly detection in time series on labeled dataset. Neural Network
model (based on LSTM cells) predicts future values of time series. The error
between prediction and observed value is measured and plotted on chart (blue line).
Values above the threshold (red line) are interpreted as anomalies. The orange
sectors in background means areas with labeled anomalies.

Figure 2.13: Time series prediction. Neural Network model (based on LSTM cells)
predicts future values of a time series. To make the prediction more accurate, some
other parameters were also included. The red line is ground truth and blue line is
the predicted time series. The X-axis refers to time, and Y-axis refers to normalised
values of a given parameter.
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(a) COVID (b) Pneumonia (c) Normal

Figure 2.14: Xray images of all three classes

background. In the beginning of the pandemic WHO made it clear, that the most
important action to be taken is "testing, testing, testing". Inconveniently, the testing
process was time consuming and expensive. For the purpose of human labour
reduction related to testing potential COVID-19 patients, our team has developed
machine learning system for both detecting SARS-CoV-2 and differentiating it from
regular pneumonia patients or healthy patients. The system is based on DCNN
(Deep Convolutional Neural Network) styled classifier, which takes an chest X-Ray
image as an input and returns an association of this image with one of the three
following classes: COVID-19, Pneumonia and Healthy. Figure 2.14 presents sample
images of all three classes.

The dataset used for training and validating our model was comprised of multiple
subsets acquired from various sources, hence files were not normalized and required
preprocessing. Standard normalizing image transformations were performed, resiz-
ing, changing number of colour channels or setting pixel representation datatype
being the most common of them. Because of the fact, that the system was being
developed since the very beginning of the pandemic, the SARS-CoV-2 examples
were heavily underrepresented. This led us to trying out various oversampling
methods, aiming for minimization dataset’s imbalance ratio. Standard approaches
were taken, like ROS and SMOTE ["SMOTE: Synthetic Minority Over-sampling
Technique", N.V.Chavla et al., 9 JUN 2011], but also novel methods were invented
by our team, as a side effect of working on the project. Cumulatively, after cleaning
and oversampling the data, the training set’s cardinality equaled 18199 images.
Hundreds of trainings were performed with different hyper-parameters and neural
network’s architectures. Postprocessing techniques were applied to trained models,
to further account for initial SARS-CoV-2 class underrepresentation. Our team took
inspirations from other studies in trying out alternative approaches like training
DCGAN (Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network) [“Generative Ad-
versarial Networks”, [Ian J. Goodfellow, 10 JUN 2014] to upsample our minority
class and other studies.The final model was benchmarked on the test set and the most
important numbers are: accuracy = 94%,Gmean = 95% and F1−score = 96%.
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It means that our system is able to efficiently, quickly and cheaply aid the process
of diagnosing SARS-CoV-2 patients.

2.4.1.3 CFD simulations with Deep Learning

CFD is used in the design and optimisation of physical systems. It is used to
simulate engineering quantities of interest, such as the lift force of an airplane wing
or air resistance in a motor vehicle. However, it is often time expensive to simulate
such complex systems. To address this problem, it has been proposed to accelerate
simulation processes using Machine learning.

CFD is a method of solving the Navier-Stokes equations. These differential
equations are solved iteratively for each cell in a given geometry known as a grid or
mesh. As the size of the geometry and its granularity increases, the computational
complexity increases. So far, mainly new algorithms, solutions, and domain-specific
optimizations have been used. At the same time, many machine learning-based solu-
tions have been proposed in various fields such as computer vision, natural language
processing, and high-performance computing which have achieved remarkable re-
sults. For this reason, it was decided to exploit the advantages of Machine learning
to improve CFD simulations. Such solutions have been used before in ["Deep
learning methods for Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes simulations of airfoil flows",
N. Thuerey, K. Weissenow et al.] and ["Cfdnet: A deep learning based accelerator
for fluid simulations.", O. Obiols-Sales, A.Vishnu, et al.].

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was designed to be applied for this
problem. While the goal of the CNN is to infer the solution of the physics solver
one must remember that it will be an approximate solution. Additionally, there
will be no assurance that the solution is correct or that it will meet domain specific
convergence constraints. To take this and the domain knowledge into account, it
is proposed to use a surrogate model in three steps called warmup, inference, and
refinement.

The first step involves performing the first few iterations using only a physics
solver. Such a step aims to generate a flow field that will be a better starting point for
CNN inference. The inference stage is then performed, where the CNN generates
an approximate final solution to the simulation. To ensure that the generated
solution satisfies conservation laws we again use the physics solver this time starting
iterations from the flow field generated by the CNN. We run the iterations until the
solver converges. We expect the number of warmup and refinement iterations to be
less than the number of iterations performed by the solver itself. A visualization
of this procedure taken from ["Cfdnet: A deep learning based accelerator for fluid
simulations.", O. Obiols-Sales, A.Vishnu, et al.] is shown below of Fig. 2.15.

We consider flows in the following geometries. We started the experiments with
a flow in a simple geometry, then moving to a flow perturbed by an element at the
center of the given geometry. We used turbulent and non-turbulent flows in the
cases we analysed. The following cases were analysed: cavity 2D Laminar flow,
square 2D Laminar flow and horizontal Plate 2D Turbulent flow.
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of the traditional physics solver simulation with a proce-
dure using a surrogate model.

A single simulation can generate a lot of intermediate step and each of them
must be converted into image and stored in TFrecord format, e.g. in our tests a single
simulation could produce up to 4000 steps for each variant. Figure 2.16 presents
the expected output and prediction for laminar flow with around square object (in
2D). The model uses three parameters to make prediction: velocity, pressure and
viscosity.

We performed the analysis of the cost of running a physics solver simulation
compared to our algorithm using the CNN model. Comparisons of the results
obtained are shown below in Figure 2.17.

2.4.2 Integration with project components

All PSNC’s applications has been successfully integrated with the following project
components:

• DCEx: The GrPPI library with DCEx-based constructs was used to implement
orchestrators (separate for each application), which run the computationally
demanding pipelines in parallel. In particular, farm pattern was used.

• ASPIDE monitoring: Prometheus was applied for monitoring metrics from
use case applications and Bemos for resource monitoring.

2.4.2.1 Integration with DCEx

The crucial phase of Deep Learning workflows is the preprocessing phase (fig. 2.18).
This phase is performed in each scenario, sometimes even multiple times. On the
other hand, The training is performed on GPU to be as effective as possible. The
data are loaded using TFrecord files - the binary format prepared by Google for
Tensorflow. This allows to use multiple files to take advantage of parallel IO. The
training procedure, however remains mostly the same and uses high level API of
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(a) Expected result

(b) Prediction

Figure 2.16: The visualisations presents velocity values in airflow. The blue regions
represent low pressure and the red ones high. (a) Presents the final (expected) results
of the whole simulation. (b) Is the prediction of a model. This output contains
some noise and artifacts, so after prediction a few iterations of refinement are run to
achieve the same result as in (a).
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Figure 2.17: Breakdown of iteration cost for each case study for uniform grid.
The number of iterations needed to converge for (a) physics solver coupled with
surrogate model and (b) physics solver.

external libraries, like Tensorflow. Therefore, as mentioned in previous deliverables,
all applications were integrated with GrPPI in the preprocessing phase of Deep
Learning workflow.

The applications were implemented in Python, because it offers a variety of
useful tools, which can be easily applied to a specific problem. Usage of such tools
significantly decreases the development time. Python execution is much slower,
than execution, e.g. compiled programs developed in C++. This problem might
be mitigated with by using external libraries, which are quite often developed in
C or C++ (e.g. Tensorflow, Numpy). The another drawback of Python is lack
of parallelism, as it uses Global Interpreter Lock (GIL). To overcome this issue,
the orchestrator in C++ with DCEx was implemented. The general pipeline is as
follows: the orchestrator runs a number of preprocessing scripts in parallel. Each
script proceeds only a part of the whole dataset and stores the results in TFrecord file.
In Deliverable D5.3, the C++ implementation of EV logs decoding was presented
and tested. Such approach, however, was inconvenient, because it required rewriting
the whole application from Python to C++, what required a lot of effort. To improve
productivity KPI the EV logs decoding in the Anomaly detection scenario was
re-implemented using the orchestrator approach, as for final integration of other
scenarios. Below the approach based on C++ orchestrator and Python scripts is
presented for the CFD with DL support scenario.

The preprocessing applications have implemented command line options, so
both the usage and integration with DCEx orchestrator are easy to do. Listing
2.16 presents the snippet of how command line options were implemented in CFD
support with Deep Learning application.

1 import os
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Figure 2.18: Data flow graph. The yellow oval boxes present I/O operations, while
the blue rectangular ones, computations. Preprocessing is the base for both inference
and training. Better performance in preprocessing phase means faster preparation
for training or inference.

2 import warnings
3 from argparse import ArgumentDefaultsHelpFormatter
4 from argparse import ArgumentParser
5

6 import numpy as np
7 import tensorflow as tf
8 from tqdm import tqdm
9

10 import image
11

12

13 def parse_args():
14 parser = ArgumentParser(description="Simulation runner program

.",
15 formatter_class=

ArgumentDefaultsHelpFormatter)
16 parser.add_argument("-c", "--case", metavar="CASE_NAME",
17 help="Name of case to be simulated")
18 parser.add_argument("-u", "--uniform", nargs="?", default=

False, const=True)
19 parser.add_argument("-t", "--turbulent", nargs="?", default=

False,
20 const=True)
21 parser.add_argument("-x", "--xdim", type=int, default=256,
22 help="Dimension in x-axis")
23 parser.add_argument("-y", "--ydim", type=int, default=128,
24 help="Dimension in y-axis")
25 parser.add_argument("-s", "--start", type=int, default=0,
26 help="Index of first sample to process")
27 parser.add_argument("-e", "--end", type=int, default=1,
28 help="Index of last sample to process")
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29 parser.add_argument("-n", "--num_tfrecords", type=int, default
=10,

30 help="Number of tf-record files")
31 parser.add_argument("-l", "--log", nargs="?", default=False,

const=True)
32 parser.add_argument("-i", "--index", type=int, default=-1,
33 help="Indicate what part of TFrecord the

script should process. By default value is -1, which means it
will process all parts (e.g. 10/10). Other values from range 0
- num_tfrecords will mean are the index of a given part.")

34 return parser.parse_args()
35

36 #...

Listing 2.16: Example support for command line in CFD application.

Listing 2.17 presents the code snipped of DCEx orchestrator for CFD support
with Deep Learning application. The orchestrator runs new instances of scripts
in parallel, by calling the same script with different input parameters. Some of
them are specific to each application, but there are two common for each of them:
number of threads (or output TFrecord files) and the index in a loop. Using these
two parameters, the application is able to find the unique subset of files that should
be proceeded by this instance.

1 void run_pipeline(DCEx::dynamic_execution & e, int argc) {
2 using namespace DCEx;
3

4 auto comm = [argc](std::string arg){
5 auto com = "python src/generate_dataset.py -c

square2DLaminar -u -x 280 -y 140 -s 0 -e 4000 -n " + std::
to_string(argc) +" -i " +arg;

6 system(com.c_str());
7 return "done!";
8 };
9

10 pipeline(e,
11 [x=0, argc]() mutable -> optional<std::string>{
12 if (x<argc) return std::to_string(x++);
13 else return {};
14 },
15 farm(argc, comm),
16 [](std::string x) { std::cout << x << std::endl; }
17 );
18 }

Listing 2.17: Snippet of C++ orchestrator with DCEx.

2.4.2.2 Integration with Prometheus

This sections provides code snippets of the integration with Prometheus and list of
metrics measured in each application.

Listing 2.18 presents two ways of measuring parameters in Prometheus. The
first option is using decorator for measuring number of function calls and time
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required for execution of a measured function. The other way is call observe()
method, which works in a similar way, however it accepts any value as parameter.
This means, that measures number of calls and add up the values given as parameters.
In the example presented in listing this is also time, but this can be also any other
value.

1

2 # Prometheus imports
3 from prometheus_client import start_http_server
4 from prometheus_client import Summary
5

6 # Definition of metrics
7 line_decode_summary = Summary("line_decode_summary", "Summary of

decoding.")
8 file_decode_summary = Summary("file_decode_summary", "Summary of

decoded files.")
9 fill_values_summary = Summary("fill_values_summary", "Summary of

fill missing values function.")
10 other_operations_summary = Summary("other_operations_summary", "

Summary of other operations.")
11

12 # ...
13

14

15 # Observation with decorator
16 @file_decode_summary.time()
17 def decode(self, file_name, user_codes=None, time_precision=

None, save=False, ignore_codes=None):
18 """
19 Returns a dictionary of codes. Each code entry has another

dictionary of time steps and values as in example:
20 {"12ABCD":{
21 0.1: 1,
22 0.2: 2,
23 0.3: 1
24 ...
25 }
26 "34DEF":{...}}
27 """
28 assert not (user_codes is not None and ignore_codes is not

None), "user_codes and ignore_codes cannot be used together"
29

30 self.identifier_values={}
31 self.last_file = file_name
32 with open(file_name) as data_file:
33 sum_time = 0.0
34 line = data_file.readline()
35 while line:
36 start = time.time()
37 self._decode_fields(line.split(), user_codes,

time_precision, ignore_codes)
38 sum_time += time.time()-start
39 line = data_file.readline()
40

41 # Further lines of codes
42 #....
43

44 # Observation of a parameter by calling ’observe()’ function
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45 line_decode_summary.observe(sum_time)

Listing 2.18: Snippet of integration with Prometheus in EV decoding use case.

In the EV logs decoding application the following metrics were monitored:

• Line decode summary - used to measure time spent on decoding lines. This
allows to compute average number of lines processed per second

• File decode summary - used to measure time spent on decoding a single file.
This allows to compute average processing time of a single file.

• Fille values summary - the parameters has different sampling frequency. Some
of them are rarely sampled than others. To make it more comparable, the
interpolated values are inserted to parameters with lower frequency.

• Other operations summary - is a metrics, which defines how much time
the program spends on other operations, which are not directly related to
decoding.

In the X-ray images analysis application the following metric was monitored:

• Image processing summary - used to measure number of images processed
and time per image. This allows to compute average processing time per
image.

In the CFD support with DL application the following metric was monitored:

• Iteration processing summary - used to measure time required for processing
a single CFD iteration into encoded image prepared for training.

Metrics from each application can be visualised in Grafana as shown in D2.6 on
metrics collected in EV logs decoding application. In addition to application metrics,
the resource metrics from infrastructure monitoring (Bemos) can be visualised as
well (e.g. memory usage).
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Chapter 3

Validation and evaluation of
project outcomes

3.1 Urban computing

The urban computing application has been developed on top of GrPPI and ASPIDE
containers for extracting frequent patterns from large volumes of geotagged data
gathered from social media. For evaluating the performance of this use case, several
tests have been carried on a private cluster infrastructure. The following steps,
which compose the use case, are run by a large set of tasks:

• Data acquisition (or crawling): if data has been previously downloaded and
stored in the local file system, it is not necessary to download it at runtime.

• Data filtering: it filters the social media items that contain tags and valid
geographical coordinates.

• Data mapping (keywords extraction): the keywords that can identify the PoIs
are extracted by removing stop words and some not useful dictionary terms.
In some cases, keywords can be provided as a workflow input and this step
can be skipped.

• Data partitioning and reduction (or data grouping): the keywords extracted
are used to group the geotagged items associated to each PoI.

• Data analysis (RoIs extraction and frequent pattern mining): a data parallel
clustering is exploited for extracting RoIs from social media data grouped
by keywords. Such RoIs are used to convert the locations visited by users
from geographical coordinates into of RoIs. Finally, a data analysis algorithm
(FPGrowth) is executed to discover the most frequent sets of RoIs visited by
users.

Table 3.1 reports the main parameters that have been used for evaluating the
performance of the application developed for the urban computing use case. In
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Table 3.1: Main parameters used in the application for the urban computing use
case.

Parameter Description Value

noisePerc Noise percentage in data used to estimate eps 0.20

minPts The minimum number of points for DBSCAN 5

minSupport The minimum support for frequent itemsets 50

minOcc
The minimum number of occurrences of tags

that can be used to identify RoIs
5

workers Number of threads running in parallel 8, 16, 32, 64

datasets Dataset and relative size

D1 (1.2 GB)

D2 (2.4 GB)

D4 (4.8 GB)

order to perform a more complete scalability analysis, we randomly sampled the
original dataset of Rome (D1), containing 1.2GB of data, to generate two additional
datasets, D2 and D4, that contain 2.4GB and 4.8GB of data respectively. We run
the application on a private cluster equipped with 64 CPU cores and 256 GB of
RAM.

The goal of the evaluation is to assess the scalability of the workflow, obtained by
varying the number of CPU cores exploited. In particular, the following performance
metrics have been considered:

• Turnaround time: the amount of time elapsed from the submission of an
application to its end;

• Speedup: the ratio of the turnaround time using 1 CPU core to the turnaround
time using n CPU cores, which indicates how much performance gain is
obtained by distributing data over an increasing number of cores;

3.1.1 Comparison to baselines

The workflow implementing the use case has a typical execution time that depends
on both the hyperparameters and computational resources available (RAM, CPUs).
The worflow can be configured by declaring the number of threads to be exploited
for parallel execution. It is worth noting that using different datasets could lead
to a different set of frequent keywords, which could identify different PoIs (and,
consequently, different RoIs). In order to make this process uniform, ensuring that
the same RoIs are extracted from each dataset, the frequent keywords are uniformed
before executing the RoI mining algorithm.
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3.1.1.1 Heuristic for choosing DBSCAN parameters

The RoI detection algorithm aims at defining Regions-of-Interest from the geo-
tagged items assigned to the different PoIs. As discussed, geotagged items can be
transformed into geographical coordinates (i.e., pairs of latitude and longitude) that
can be aggregated through clustering.

The DBSCAN algorithm needs two key parameters: eps, the radius of a neigh-
borhood with respect to some point; and minPts, the minimum number of points
required to form a cluster. Using the same values of such parameters for the different
RoIs is not very effective, since the algorithm is not able to adapt to RoIs with
different shapes, densities and percentage of noise in data. Thus, to make DB-
SCAN suitable for RoI mining, its parameters can be calculated using the following
procedure as defined in [?]:

1. Calculate the sorted k-dist plot, which is a plot of the k-nearest-neighbor
distances (k-dist), computed for each point, and sorted in descending order
[5]. As suggested in [?], for bi-dimensional data, k can be set to 4.

2. Choosing a threshold point on k-dist permits to separate noise points from
points that are assigned to some clusters. Specifically, all points with a higher
k-dist value than threshold are considered noise; otherwise, all points with an
equal or smaller k-dist value are assigned to some clusters.

3. The threshold point can be calculated by estimating the noise percentage in
the data (noisePerc). The k-dist value of the threshold point is used as eps
value. Concerning minPts, it can be set as k + 1 [5].

Thus, with fixed the minimum number of points (minPts) and established the
noise percentage (noisePerc), we calculate eps and then run DBSCAN on the
points collected for a Point-of-Interest. Since DBSCAN calculates one or more
clusters on a set of points, we select the points that belong to the largest cluster,
and starting from them we return the convex polygon that encloses these points
(Region-of-Interest).

As an example, starting from the Colosseum points (i.e., geotagged items that
refer to the Colosseum) we plot the sorted k-dist graph, with k=4. On the graph
we represented various percentages of noise (from 5% to 30%). In Figure 3.1(a)
we show how noise affects the definition of the Colosseum RoI. With a low noise
(e.g., 5% for the yellow polygon) we obtain a large Region-of-interest, as the noise
increases the RoI becomes smaller (e.g., 20% for the purple polygon). Figure 3.1(b)
and 3.1(c) show how the noise affects the definition of Piazza Navona’s and St.
Peter Basilica’s RoIs.

In our experiments, we used a noise threshold of 20%, which demonstrated to
grant a good trade-off between precision and recall over a set of well-known RoIs
in Rome.
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(a) Colosseum’s RoIs for differ-
ent values of noisePerc.

(b) Piazza Navona’s RoIs for
different values of noisePerc.

(c) St. Peter Basilica’s RoIs for
different values of noisePerc.

Figure 3.1: How the percentage of noise (noisePerc) affects the definition of RoIs.

3.1.2 Experimental results

A large set of experiments has been carried out for evaluating the turnaround time
and scalability of the application.

Figure 3.2(a) shows the turnaround times of the application for the three datasets
we considered (D1, D2, D4) using from 8 to 64 CPU cores. For the smallest dataset
(D1), the turnaround time decreases from 4h 10m using 8 cores to 58 minutes
using 64 cores. For D2 the turnaround time decreases from 6h 21m to about 1h 5m
minutes. For D4 the turnaround time decreases from 9h 32m to 1h 20m.

Figure 3.2(b) reports the speedup obtained by the different datasets using from 8
to 64 CPU cores. For the smallest dataset (D1), the speedup is close to linear up to
16 cores, while it slightly decreases to 3.5 and 4.6 with 32 and 64 cores, respectively.
For the other datasets, D2 and D4, the application reached a better speedup, which
is very close to linear. Specifically, the speedup increases as the size of the dataset
increases.

3.1.3 Discussion on the objectives achieved

In this section we remind measurable objectives defined in Deliverable D5.1 related
to metrics to be used for measuring objectives for this use case. In particular in
Table 3.2 are described the measurable objectives as defined in Deliverable D5.1.

DCEx permits to increase productivity, since developing large-scale applications
is particularly easy. In fact, DCEx supports different programming patterns (e.g.,
MapReduce, Pipeline) that allow to develop a parallel and distributed application just
by defining the functions to be executed inside the patterns used. The programmer
does not need to worry about explicit programming of communications among
nodes and threads, since it is completely managed by the DCEx runtime.

The portability is also very good, since the application can be compiled and
executed both on Windows and Unix/Linux platforms. In particular, developers
just need to recompile the code for the destination operating system, because the
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Figure 3.2: Speedup and turnaround time of the urban computing application.

Table 3.2: Measurable objectives of the urban computing use-case.

Objective Description Value

Productivity Simplify software development for large- and extreme-scale systems 2X↑

Portability Enable the execution over different platforms 2

Performance Speedup of extreme-data applications running on HPC systems Sublinear/linear

Coverage HPC and HPDA-based expert domains 2

TTM Time to market of HPC/HPDA applications 40% ↓

System utilisation Overall resource utilization (memory I/O throughput network) 20% ↑

different operating systems may have different syscall conventions. However, the
application could be easily distributed using some forms of virtualization, such as
virtual machines or application containers (e.g., Docker, LXD, etc.). Benefits in
terms of both productivity and portability result in a significant reduction of the
time to market (TTM) for developing HPC applications.

Concerning the performance, experimental results demonstrated that the execu-
tion time significantly decreases as the number of CPU cores used increases. The
speedup is close to linear, especially when the dataset size increases, which assesses
the high scalability of the DCEx framework.
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3.2 Magnetic resonance image processing

3.2.1 Results of experiments with analysis

3.2.1.1 Baseline for multicore and multinode configurations

The baseline SERMAS image processing application is implemented using Nipype
that provides a uniform interface for many neuroimaging software and applications.
This framework allows to run the application:

• in parallel on many cores;

• in parallel on many machines, considering each internal task as a separate
job.

The general workflow is described through a graph, depicted in Figure 3.3. Here,
each ellipsoid (node) represents a task of the workflow. These tasks can run on the
same node sharing multiple processing units (multicore) or distributed on many
machines. In the last case, each task will get attributed a Slurm job id.

Figure 3.3: Graph of SERMAS workflow. Arrows or edges issued by each task
indicate an output dependency. The tip of the arrow points to another task that
takes the output of the precedent as an input. This way, interdependecy between
tasks through data is represented using a DAG (directed acyclic graph). This DAG
is executed for each set of data relative to a subject. When many subjects are
set as input, all the tasks are executed once per subject sequentially or in parallel
depending on available resources.

This workflow has a typical execution time that depends on running mode
(multinode or multicore) as well as some hyperparameters. When the workflow
runs on the same node, the program tries to use as much resources as it can from
available cores and threads to parallelize the tasks. If many nodes are available,
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the workflow is deployable on many compute nodes in order to dispatch tasks or
workflow instances on as many nodes as possible. We will establish the runtime for
both configurations (multicore and multinode) as references for execution time.

Then, we study if this workflow is suitable for the usage of the Bull/Atos Smart
Burst Buffer. In the multicore case we will use an ephemeral burst buffer. But for
the multinode setup, we will need to use a persistent burst buffer so that intermediate
data persists on the data node to be quickly consumed by the next task. As each task
will run as an independent job, a special attention will be given to aggregated data
from many distributed jobs through the cluster.

In this section, the monitoring is done from the I/O perspective to establish the
execution time for the baseline (without using a burst buffer). We will monitor I/O
through recorded time series each 5 seconds for both read and written volumes.
We will display the cumulative volumes to get a better estimation of the workflow
progress.

The baseline for multicore workflow
Table 3.3 summarizes the combination of parameters that will be tested to establish
the runtime of the workflow.

Hyperparameter Meaning Values

Nthreads Number of threads available for tasks. 6, 12

Memory Maximum amount of memory available for
each task in GB.

12, 24

Tasks Maximum number of allowed processes (tasks
in Slurm taxonomy) for each task of the job.

16, 32

CPU per task The maximum of allowed processing units per
task is fixed to 2.

2

Number of subjects The application processes a set of data from
one or more subjects. This parameter indicates
the total size of the data the application will
need to process.

1, 3, 5

SBB Whether the application uses burst buffer fa-
cility or not.

True,
False

Table 3.3: This table enumerates the combinations of parameters tested to establish a
typical duration for the multicore version of the application. The name and meaning
of each hyperparameter is given, as well as the tested values.

The number of subjects is a data multiplicator and will not be taken into account
as a real hyperparameter. This is why we derive an average duration per subject
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to more accurately measure the application runtime given a configuration. All
application executions are done in exclusive mode that ensures full availability of
allocated resources.

We expect, for example, the application to be sensitive to the maximum number
of threads we allow for each tasks. Table 3.4 lists the variation of job duration
when we double this hyperparameter. We can easily see the evolution on average
duration per subject which decreases (below standard deviation) when the number of
available threads doubles, especially when the number of subjects is above one. This
indicates that the application takes benefit from increasing the number of threads
when dealing with data from several subjects.

Number of
subjects

Number
of
threads

Average total duration (+/- std) Average du-
ration per
subject

1 6 136 min (+/- 6min) 136 min

3 6 322 min (+/- 53min) 107 min

5 6 537 min (+/- 185 min) 107 min

1 12 110 min (+/- 6min) 110 min

3 12 266 min (+/- 46 min) 89 min

5 12 462 min (+/- 86 min) 92 min

Table 3.4: Effect of doubling maximum available threads for the unique node
running the application on the execution time per subject.

The baseline for multinode workflow
We run a bunch of instances of the SERMAS application on 12 nodes in an exclusive
mode. Each Slurm-task, which coincides here with workflow jobs, will run on a
dedicated node. The number of nodes is greater than the number of tasks of the
workflow to allow optimal parallelization. We allow all CPUs (up to 32) from each
node to participate to the execution of the task. We summarize the typical execution
time as well as the runtime per subject. Workflow duration is subject to noise due
to task scheduling within the same node given dependencies between tasks. The
noise distribution is more centric when number of nodes is greater than the number
of jobs so we can establish a baseline for duration of the workflow.

As shown in Table 3.6, when each tasks run exclusively in a dedicated node, and
should run once (1 subject), the workflow duration is about 125min. Indeed, there
is a long task msmt-csd that takes 104min out of 126min. We could take advantage
of parallelization by running many instances of this long task in parallel. As subject
input data is available and ready to be used by the workflow, first tasks can start in
parallel when processing for instance three (3) subjects data. Making better use of
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Number of
subjects

Available
memory
(GB)

Average total duration
(+/- std)

Average du-
ration per
subject

1 12 127 min (+/- 12min) 127 min

3 12 307 min (+/- 44min) 102 min

5 12 507 min (+/- 159 min) 101 min

1 24 110 min (+/- 6min) 110 min

3 24 307 min (+/- 72 min) 102 min

5 24 516 min (+/- 170 min) 103 min

Table 3.5: Effect of doubling maximum available memory for the unique node
running the application on the execution time per subject. No visible effects are
shown as 12GB seem to be already above the maximum needed memory.

Number of sub-
jects

Average total duration (+/- std) Average du-
ration per
subject

1 126 min 126 min

3 120 min 40 min

5 392 min 79 min

Table 3.6: The table summarizes typical workflow duration in the multinode config-
uration with 12 nodes. Each task of the workflow runs on a dedicated node under
exclusive mode.
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node availability for executing short tasks in queue, we reach a baseline of 40min
duration per subject when parallelization factor is x4 (4 nodes per subject).

When we keep 12 nodes for 5 subjects data (parallelization factor of 2.4)
workflow duration per increases again to 79min, indicating that the number of
allocated nodes is suboptimal and many tasks will queue in sequential fashion due
to lack of nodes, waiting for previous to finish before they can start.

3.2.1.2 Evaluation of DCEx application

For the validation experiments summarized in this section, the system is composed
by a cluster of 28 heterogeneous compute nodes reaching a total 684 cores (hyper-
threading activated). For the experiments, we have employed GNU GCC 9.4
compiler and MPICH 3.0.2. The interconnection is supported by a flat 10 Gbps
network, shared for both NFS and Gluster file systems. The Gluster file system
version 9.3 is composed by 26 data bricks distributed among 4 I/O nodes.

Table 3.7 summarizes the obtained execution times of the Nipype baseline
application and the ASPIDE DCEx application using one single Cnode. We observe
that our solution significantly reduce the overall execution time. Our solution
employs a higher number of resources compared with Nipype. DCEx enables
the use of oversubscription, allowing more active threads than available cores.
Experiments did not shown a significant overhead using it. It is important to note
that in case of a single compute node, for native multi-threaded stages (i.e., tracking,
mcmicro), the farm pattern has been removed in order to enable specific share-
memory scheduling. In the future, we plan to enable an adaptive mechanisms to
guide the scheduling process by indicating the expected number of running threads.

We observe that DCEx outperforms Nipype in all cases. The improvement ratio
is about 25% compared with Nipype for a single subject and 16.5% is case of 4
subjects. Additionally, our approach significantly reduce the number of lines of
code.

Table 3.7: Overall execution (in minutes) comparing the Nipype (baseline) and
DCEx.

Cores per Cnode Subjects Execution time (min)

Nipype max 48 per task 1 74

Nipype max 6 per task 4 218

Nipype max 48 per task 4 205

DCEx 48 1 59

DCEx 48 4 176

In order to evaluate the scalability of DCEx, we carried out an experiment based
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on a distributed execution of DCEx under a distributed memory environment. In this
experiment, we compare the overall execution time of running the aforementioned
described workflow with Nipype under Slurm workload manager and DCEx.
Additionally, in order to compare the effects of data locality, we compare Slurm and
DCEx by using both NFS and Gluster [6] file systems. The idea of the experiment
is to explore the effects of data locally scheduling under a non-informed version
of DCEx, as each stage of the workflow works as a black-box application and,
therefore, DCEx can only control the location of the stage execution. Gluster file
system is configured with a client I/O cache of 16 Gbytes. Thus, our execution
policy should take advantage of locating pipelined tasks in the same node. Currently,
Nipype and its Slurm deployment plugin is not considering this aspect and each
job is scheduled as an independent execution stage. It is important to highlight that
both NFS and Gluster file system are mainly limited by the network capacity. We
observe that the combination or DCEx and Gluster file system outperforms NiPype
and NFS-based solutions in terms of performance and speed-up. We also observe
that for 684 total cores, DCEx has an efficiency reduction due to the usage of cores
of lower CPU frequency. We expect to remove this effect by using a homogeneous
system. The current version of the schedule considers Cnodes of the same number
of cores.

Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) plot the overall execution time of processing 32
random subjects, parting from 45 GBytes of data and resulting in approximately
400 GBytes of temporal data. It is important to highlight that the number of subjects
is always bigger than the total number of Cnodes, so the total execution time
includes this imbalance scenario, for both Slurm and DCEx. As we can observe
in the figure, DCEx outperforms Slurm in all cases. This is due to the efficient
task scheduling integrated in the DCEx runtime. Nipype/Slurm schedules one
job for each workflow’s task in an available compute node without considering
the computational requirements of the tasks. Additionally, Nipype/Slurm is not
considering the locality dependence execution flow, so related tasks can be deployed
in different nodes, so fiele system client cache is not used. In the figure we can
observe this penalty.

Table 3.8 summarizes the averaged execution time per subject under the four
studied scenarios. We can observe (highlighted in green color) that the combination
of DCEx and GlusterFs obtains the better results. This is mainly due to the efficient
scheduling at runtime. The DCEx based solution is 52% faster than the based on
Nipype under Slurm work manager. We also note the effect of data locality in
DCEx under NFS and GlusterFS. Aggressive data caching at datanodes benefits the
overall execution time of a workflow execution of the same subject. In the best case,
data locality results on 25% of improvement using 684 cores.

Figure 3.5 depicts the memory footprint comparison between a single node
execution of Nipype and DCEx. As we can see, DCEx employs more RAM memory
due to the execution flow, which enforces the execution of more stages of the
workflow, exploiting the resources in a a better way. In average, we can demonstrate
that the overhead is limited to approximately 15%, relatively small considering the
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Figure 3.4: Parallel execution of DCEx using MPI. Used a subset of 32 random
subjects from YA-HCP database. Compared Nipype and DCEx under two file
systems.

Table 3.8: Comparing averaged execution time per subject (in minutes) considering
Nipype (baseline) and DCEx.

Cores Nipype/Slurm
NFS

Nipype/Slurm
GlusterFS

DCEx
NFS

DCEx
GlusterFS

48 74.00 74.12 57.50 54.37

192 18.87 18.56 12.41 11.29

336 12.72 12.53 8.89 7.13

468 9.40 9.34 7.35 5.79

684 8.21 8.09 6.74 5.38

reduction of the execution time.
Finally, in order to demonstrate the usage of computational resources of DCEx,

Figure 3.6 represents the CPU usage of Nipype (Figure 3.6(a)) and DCEx (Figure
3.6(b)) in a time-line way. As we can observe, DCEx makes a better usage of
computational resources most of the execution time. Note that the idle region in
DCEx (orange) corresponds with the sequential execution of dependant tasks.

3.2.1.3 Outcomes of using burst buffer component

This part deals with associating the application with a burst buffer component and
try to set it for both multicore and multinode configurations. Smart Burst Buffer
(SBB) is a program under active development at Bull/Atos and integrates with
applications as a Slurm plugin.

SBB can be used as an ephemeral storage, in such a case it conveys data from
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Figure 3.6: Overall CPU utilization (in %) of the SERMAS workflow.
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Figure 3.7: Mechanics of a burst buffer. Data issued from different workflow tasks
is staged-in to the datanode. The size used for the Data Node is about 50GB for
our case. Data transiting through the Data Node undergoes some latencies due to
an intermediate stage. In the other hand, the throughput of data is higher from the
Data Node to the Parallel File System (PFS) than from computes nodes to the PFS
directly. So, if the application outputs I/O at a rate above the maximum of the PFS
bandwith when writing, the use of the Data Node could accelerate the I/O transfer.

application into a high performance storage node (i.e. Data Node) instead of writing
data directly on the parallel file system (PFS), see Figure 3.7. By ephemeral we
mean that the persistence of data is valid within the lifetime of a job in Slurm sense.
At the end of the job, data buffered in Data Node is de-staged to the target location
in the PFS.

The second case of usage is the persistent mode, where the user manually setup
a persistent burst buffer to use with any application. After usage, the user can
destroy it and unleash the data to the PFS.

For the multicore configuration, the application runs as a unique Slurm job, so
the use of the ephemeral burst buffer is straightforward.

For the multinode configuration, each workflow task creates a subsequent
Slurm job. Since all tasks from the same workflow process a common set of
data, the data should be conveyed through a burst buffet that persists beyond the
lifetime of a unique Slurm job.

Hence we set manually a persistent SBB for the workflow execution that holds
all data during the lifetime of the workflow. At the end, we destage the data to the
PFS and destroy it.

Ephemeral burst buffer
We run on a single node the Nipype baseline application using 6 threads max per
task, 12 GB as available memory and allowing 32 processes for all subsequent
tasks. An ephemeral SBB is attached to the application. We illustrates through
Figure 3.8 a complete analysis of the dataflow of the application. In solid line
we show the recorded instantaneous volume at a sampling period of 5 seconds.
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Read data volume (upper graph) and written data volume are plotted separately.
For each of the instantaneous volume plot, we superimpose on the logarithmic
scale the cumulative volume which indicates the progression of the application
through dataflow amount. The table below the graphs lists main tasks of the each
workflow (with and without SBB) with corresponding execution times. We rely on
an IO-instrumentation feature that allow us to insert events in the application code.
Later the execution of event commands is recognised as start and end for each task.
Thus we can deduce accurately execution time for each task.

When the workflow processes data from N subjects, we give a unique identifier
for tasks to count their durations separately, so we can derive an average duration.

Repetitive executions of the same workflows/tasks on the cluster shows a natural
variation on durations about 1% when stable. When not stable, the cluster exhibits
a non-centric distribution of noise and one can only estimate a typical noise. To
ensure stable execution, we queue all tasks and workflows on exclusive mode.

Results from running the workflow on one node and multicore configuration to
process data for 1 subject results in negligible speedup as indicated in total duration
in Figure 3.8. The variation on execution time between the two modes (with and
without SBB) is less than 1% and below the noise level. At least, the overhead of
Data Node transfer is compensated by a small or local speedups and the total is
stable.

To highlight the effect of the SBB, we keep mainly the same configuration
and increase memory to 24GB and set the number of subjects to 5 to see how
the application parallelize. If the workflow is made to be IO-intensive, it is more
predisposed to be eventually accelerated by the Smart Burst Buffer.

Results are shown in Figure 3.9 where the same IO pattern observed for 1
subject experiment (Figure 3.8) is repeated 5 times. Tasks timespan is illustrated
using a delimited segments as usual, and the mean duration values are reported
on the table of Figure 3.9. As there is many tasks, each one has a unique three
capitalized letters as an identifier. Dashed lines show the cumulative volume along
execution time both for read and written dataflow. Cumulative volumes help to
monitor the application progress in terms of IO. As the ordinates are on log scale, it
is easier to see low volume I/O spikes.

As shown in Figure 3.9, conveying dataflow through an ephemeral burst buffer
reduce slightly the whole execution time by 2.3% from 655min to 640min. If we
look deeper in each task runtime independently from parallelization, we found that
the cumulative duration of all tasks is about 678.6 min using SBB and 685.2 without
using SBB, which is less than 1% variation. So not all tasks benefits equally from
SBB facility, and the average value is within the natural cluster noise.

But not all tasks are equal. As seen before, the workflow contains dependency
relationships between tasks. Some of them cannot start before the end one or
previous many other tasks, as indicated in the DAG representation of the application.
So when some of them can run in simultaneously, others run sequentially.

Indeed the critical path of the DAG controls the total duration, and individual
durations of tasks are not equally involved in the final result. In our case, accelerated
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Internal task (1 subject) Duration (SBB / no SBB) in minutes

5ttgen process UXK 0 / 0
bin-bvals process SMI 0 / 0

undersample-dwi process AIA 1.5 / 1.5
response process ABD 3.67 / 3
msmt-csd process TYI 98.75 / 100.75
mcmicro process KND 23.67 / 23.67

mrresize-5tt process SCZ 0 / 0
dtifit process FGS 2.25 / 2.17

tracking process XXU 0 / 0

Total duration SBB: 129.83 / no SBB: 131.08

Figure 3.8: Summary of the multicore application execution using SBB. Dataflow
is plotted for read volumes in bytes (upper figure), written volumes (medium figure)
and durations for each task when processing 1 subject data. Total duration is about
129.83 min with SBB and 131.08 min without.
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Internal task (5 subjects) Mean Instance Duration (SBB / no SBB) in minutes

5ttgen process 0.017 / 0.12
bin-bvals process 0 / 0

undersample-dwi process 7.42 / 7.5
response process 5.97 / 3.28

msmt-csd process 96.22 / 100.3
mcmicro process 23.78 / 23.75

mrresize-5tt process 0 / 0
dtifit process 2.18 / 2.18

tracking process 0.033 / 0

Total duration SBB: 640 / no SBB: 655.17

Figure 3.9: Summary of the multicore application processing 5 subjects data with
and without SBB. Dataflow is plotted for read volumes in bytes (upper figure),
written volumes (medium figure) and durations for each task when processing 5
subject data. Total duration is about 640 min with SBB and 655.16 min without.
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tasks are well represented in the critical path, while many SBB slowed down tasks
are not involved in the total duration when running (in parallel) outside the critical
path. This is why, by accelerating slightly few critical tasks, we reach 2.3% speedup
on a workflow where IOs occupy less than 10% of the total compute time.

So far this analysis is not conclusive on SBB efficiency for this use-case. But it
seems that the overhead induced by the use of the SBB become transparent when
job durations are long, and get compensated by I/O that takes advantage of multi-
threading to run (slightly) faster.

Persistent burst buffer
In this part we will run the same workflow as before but in multinode configuration.
We ensure that each task of the workflow get a whole node for its execution and
yet in exclusive mode. We will show mainly results from 3 subjects data, as more
subjects data experiments did not lead to a much differents results.

In this highly parallelized configuration, we are close from the tight limit of
processing 1 subject within 40min.

For IO-instrumentation tool that monitors the dataflow, each task is a Slurm job.
So data relative to tasks are distributed on many independent jobs. For workflow
data collection we first:

• identify all Slurm jobs issued by the original workflow job;

• for each job identify the task processes;

• gather data on the same timeline with respect of timestamps.

Very short duration tasks will not be displayed correctly on the plot graph. If the
task duration is below the sampling period of 5s points will not be recorded for such
jobs. By the way gathering data points from different machines can leads to a sort
of data aliasing and peaks shifts that originate from nodes which are not perfectly
synchronized, i.e. maximum allowable time shift should be below the sampling
period of 5s.

The difference in execution time of the workflow with SBB-acceleration and
without is below the noise level of the cluster. Hence, we can state that for this
workflow and its configuration, there is no visible speedup. We get similar results
with 10 subjects event if we increase the number of dedicated nodes. Indeed, we
don’t want to reduce the parallelization (number of nodes) to keep the tight rate of
processing 1 subject data per 40min.

Further analysis on why highly parallelized workflow is not accelerable by
SBB reveals that the application inner IO-intensity is quite weak. The tasks taken
individually barely reach high throughput values to enter a range of bandwiths
where SBB can really accelerate IO in comparison of using PFS.

Indeed, for the SBB to exhibits a speedup gain, the workflow should include
IO-intensive tasks than run for a significant amount of time in comparison with
program total duration. A typical IO-task lasts a duration t without burst buffering.
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Task name (5 subjects) Mean Duration (SBB / no SBB) in minutes

5ttgen process 0.08 / 0.05
bin-bvals process 0 / 0

undersample-dwi process 1.64 / 1.64
response process 4.53 / 3.64

msmt-csd process 95.3 / 94.92
mcmicro process 8.75 / 10.61

mrresize-5tt process 0 / 0
dtifit process 2.47 / 2.44

tracking process 0 / 0

Total duration SBB: 121.6 / no SBB: 120.0

Figure 3.10: Summary of the multinode version of the application processing 3
subjects data with and without use of SBB. Dataflow is plotted for read volumes in
bytes (upper figure), written volumes (medium figure) and durations for each task
when processing 3 subject data. Total duration is about 121.6 min with SBB and
120.0 min without. 72



This IO-intensive task transfer rate reaches ideally the maximum bandwidth the PFS
can permits b when conveying its volume V . The task duration without buffering
is t = V/b. When the same task is ran on the SBB, the duration is then t′ = V/B,
where B being the average throughput for the datanode for this task.

We can define the speed change as the SBB effect on the task as: t−t′
t =

V/b−V/B
V/b = 1− b/B. If b and B values are close, the change rate is small, close to

0, and there will be no significant change. Let p > 0 be the proportion of workflow
execution time where IO exceeds b and T be the total duration of the workflow. So
the workflow duration without SBB can be expressed as t = (1− p)T + V/b and
with SBB t′ = (1− p)T + V/B. Then it is straightforward to evaluate change in
runtime as: s

t− t′

t
=

1− b/B
1 + (1−p)T ·b

V

(3.1)

Indicating for a fixed value of b/B, when p (i.e. proportion of intensive IO tasks
from the workflow duration) increases from ε to 1 it decreases the denominator and
makes the change coefficient bigger. When analyzing the extremum, we found that
for p = 1 (pure IO-intensive workflow), we retrieve the previously mentionned
change rate on speed 1− b/B derived for a pure IO task.

3.2.2 Comparison to baselines

Table 3.9 summarizes the measurable objectives defined in deliverables D5.1 and
D5.2. Baseline metrics are obtained from the benchmark workflow implemented
in Nipype, described in Section 2.2.1 and Deliverable 5.3. The obtained metrics
with the DCEx implementation of the benchmark workflow are compared with such
baseline metrics.

Table 3.9: Measurable objectives of the Magnetic Resonance Imaging processing
use-case.

Objective Description Expected Achieved

Productivity Simplify software development for large- and extreme-scale systems 2× ↑ 1.30 × ↑

Portability Enable the execution over different platforms 2 2

Data transfers Achieved IOPS 50% ↑ -

Performance Execution time of extreme-data applications running on HPC systems 25 % ↓ 17–52%

TTM Time to market of HPC/HPDA applications 35% ↓ -

System utilisation Overall resource utilization (memory I/O throughput network) 50% ↑ 15%

Productivity - For the implementation of the workflow using the DCEx it was
necessary a 23.2% less of lines of code, leading to an 1.30 increase of productivity.
Furthermore, the workflow using the DCEx could have been implemented in less
lines of code, but we chose to develop a more explicit version for demonstrative
purposes.
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Portability - The implemented workflow with the DCEx can work in both Linux
and MacOS systems. The DCEx code compiles also in Windows but some of the
underlying (external) dependencies do not.

Performance - The DCEx application provides a better performance than the
Nipype application in terms of execution time. Specific improvements depend on
the number of subjects to process, the number of Cnodes and cores per Cnode
selected, and the file system used, but ranges from 17% to 52% in the experiments
performed.

System utilisation - The DCEx application shows higher utilisation of resources,
both in memory and CPU. Comparing to the baseline application, this results in
a higher performance, as seen in previous points, and a better optimisation of the
available nodes.

3.2.3 Further use and development of applications

Regarding the further use of the ASPIDE tools in MRI processing, SERMAS is
already working on the implementation of anatomic and functional workflows using
DCEx tools. These workflows will be used for processing databases being collected
in our research facilities and for the data acquired from UKBiobank, a database
containing neuroimaging samples of over 100,000 people. Additionally, we are in
the process of adapting the DCEx solutions to create a Nipype plugin that allows the
execution of Nipype workflows easily using the ASPIDE ecosystem. This action
could benefit the whole neuroimaging community by providing an HPC solution
compatible with the code already developed.

3.3 Big data

3.3.1 Comparison to baseline

The workflows of both jobs follows the classic MapReduce model, that is actually
implemented using Spark2 Java API on YARN. So we considered spark implemen-
tation as a performance baseline. The jobs trimestralMean and sumCustomArea are
a full porting of our spark jobs to a solution GrPPI + DCEX.

We need to consider some relevant details of big data processing framework,
Apache Spark and the framework GrPPI + DCEX:

Spark is based on a graph execution model, in which computation is repre-
sented by a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) of tasks. From the source code,
Spark creates a logical plan, which is a DAG representing the operations
to be carried out. Then, this logical plan is optimized and a physical plan,
which specifies how the logical plan will execute on the cluster, is created.
Spark expresses parallelism by means of data structures, namely DataFrames,
DataSets and RDDs (Resilient Distributed Dataset) that either are automat-
ically partitioned and distributed across the cluster nodes or as in our case,
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have been previously stored in a distributed file system like HDFS. A driver
process is in charge of distributing work across the executors, which are
daemons running at each node and that manage the local execution of opera-
tions on local data. Spark relies on a cluster manager (in our implementation
YARN) to control physical machines and allocate resources to applications.

Spark’s design is simpler for the developer, since it just needs to specify a
sequential program behaviour that automatically generates local execution
tasks to be distributed across nodes by the engine itself.

Programming with GrPPI requires the developer to take explicit control of
the individual node states and communication patterns.

But integrating GrPPi and DCEX implements data/computing/task abstrac-
tions defined in DCEX provides an API that makes application’s design
simpler for the developer

Spark, in comparisation to GrPPI + DCEX, provides the fault tolerance
feature of the data and computation. If a node fails, Spark will recover the
data and recompute as necessary.

The data locality had an important influence on processing time in the two
compared implementations. With Spark dynamic allocation we don’t need
to specify the number of executors while the application grows and shrinks
based on outstanding task count. In order to optimize processing tasks, Spark
tries to place the execution code as close as possible to the processed data.
Spark will firstly try to move serialized code to the data because the code
is usually smaller in size and moving it is much cheaper than transferring
the data over the network. However, it’s not always possible and sometimes
the data must be moved to the executor - for instance when given node is
responsible only for storage and when the data is available outside of the rack
and the waiting time is defined for 3 seconds, we’ll need to wait 9 seconds
before executing given task. If the processing works on micro-batches it’ll
inevitably delay the task execution.

As mentioned, we used GrPPI map_reduce pattern and defined a visible map
collection for N target machines (N> 1)

parallel_execution_dist_task<zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>> exec{std::move(sched)};

This approach using the

zmq_scheduler<zmq_task>>exec{std::move(sched)}}

3.3.2 Results of experiments with analysis

We evaluated performance measures of the two GrPPI + DCEX jobs trimestralMean
and sumCustomArea, compared to Spark implementation by comparing the follow-
ing factors:
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Execute Time The measure of performance will vary with respect to the
data volume, the analytics used in the corresponding application, whether the
algorithm is iterative or non iterative and the application is interactive or batch
processing etc. With respect to the two above jobs implemented, the execute
time will vary in the frameworks (GrPPI+DCEX) and Spark . The time taken
to execute the job, once the metadata is captured and the corresponding data
made available to the application is called the execute time

Overhead The additional time elapsed due to various latencies in accessing
the data, metadata, network bandwidth, delays in the processing frameworks
and some undetectable factors that affects the extension of total execution
time is called as overheads.

Total Time The actual time incurred for the execution of jobs to avail the
results is termed as total time, which includes Execute time and Overhead

The experiments were tested in a private cluster sized as below:

* Master (1 node)

Number of cores 4

Worker nodes (10 nodes)

RAM 3.6 GB

Hard Disk 500 GB

* Worker nodes (10 nodes)

Processor Intel Haswell

Number of cores 4

RAM 3.6 GB

Execute Time

The following tables are based on ten different iterations on 50 GB and
three iterations on 100 GB with an average execute time on the two data set
sizes on processing on 40 cores.
Execution time for spark trimestralMean and sumCustomArea on 50 GB,
100GB for 3 different attempts (ITN1-ITN3) is displayed on Table 3 and
Table 4 respectively

Table 3

Table 4
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Execution time for GrPPI + DCEX trimestralMean and sumCustomArea on
50 GB, 100GB for 3 different attempts (ITN1-ITN3) is displayed on Table 5
and Table 6 respectively

Table 5

Table 6

Overhead times

For both Spark jobs, the overheads other than accessing data, metadata,
network bandwidth are considered for 100 GB data set size. The network
latencies were not evaluated and the data were directly stored on each nodes
in the cluster and hence delay in reading the data from HDFS and meta-
data read latency were not included in this experiment. Similarly for the
GrPPI+DECEX implementation, the experiment was conducted after dis-
tributing data over the cluster of nodes and hence latency in reading data from
the disk was not evaluated. The summary on all overhead times using spark
for both trimestralMean and sumCustomArea was evaluated as 26.4 seconds
which includes the Task initiation delay (Duration-(14.0 s)), Scheduler delay
(0.3 s), task deserialization time (1.0 s), Garbage Collection time (GC Time
-0.6 s), Result serialization time (5 ms) and Getting Result Time (0 ms).

Total Time

The actual time incurred for the execution of jobs to avail the results is
termed as total time, which includes Execute time and Overhead. The total
time for on spark trimestralMean was evaluated as 3.61, 17.96 min and in
GrPPI + DCEX, the total time was 1.62, 10.08 min, on 50 GB and 100GB
datasets, respectively. The total time for on spark sumCustomArea was evalu-
ated as 3.74, 16.67 min and in GrPPI + DCEX, the total time was 1.62, 10.06
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on 50 GB and 100GB datasets, respectively. Hence practically verified that
GrPPI + DCEX outperforms Spark by two orders of magnitude for our use
case.

3.4 Deep learning

All deep learning applications used in the use case follow the same processing
workflow, presented in Figure 2.18 in Section 2.4. Baseline versions of applications
do not use GrPPI (and hence DCEx) as defined in D5.3. In each of the three final
applications the preprocessing phase was re-implemented using GrPPI.

All application apply the same parallel pattern (Farm). The instances of Python
scripts are run by C++ orchestrator and each instance proceeds different data. This
approach is different than the whole C++ re-implementation that was done for the
Decoding EV logs application in D5.3.

The main assumption is that, the amounts of data to proceed should be equal.
However, this is not always possible. When the data (e.g. number of files) cannot be
equally divided between scripts, then some instances perform only one additional
file. The amount of instances, which get additional file is equal to number of all
files modulo number of cores (instances). The tests were performed on the same
node, which was Allocated with Slurm with exclusive flag.

3.4.0.1 Decoding EV logs

This section presents the results of EV decoding benchmarks. Figure 3.11 presents
the dependency between number of cores (X-axis) and processing time (Y-axis).
Figure 3.12 presents the real and expected speedup.

3.4.0.2 X-ray images processing

This section presents the results of X-ray images processing benchmarks. Figure
3.13 presents the dependency between number of cores (X-axis) and processing
time (Y-axis). Figure 3.14 presents the real and expected speedup.

3.4.0.3 CFD simulations processing

This section presents the results of CFD support with DL benchmarks. Figure
3.15 presents the dependency between number of cores (X-axis) and processing
time (Y-axis). Figure 3.16 presents the real and expected speedup.
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Figure 3.11: EV logs decoding. Dependency between number of cores and process-
ing time.

3.4.1 Results of experiments with analysis

All applications revealed significant acceleration when running on multiple cores.
Table 3.10 shows percentage values of scalability for all applications and core
numbers. The lowest efficiency has X-ray image analysis application. The reason
of such behaviour can be, that in this application significant amount of small files is
read and proceeded (over 18 000 images in this case). Unlike, the other applications,
where the characteristic is different, i.e. the amount of files is not high, but the size
of a single file can be significant. For example in EV logs 20 files can requires about
50 GB of storage, while in X-ray analysis over 18 000 images requires 1.3 GB.

Table 3.10: Percentage scalability values for whole procedure (with saving the
results)

Application 2 cores 4 cores 8 cores 16 cores

EV logs decoding 94% 67% 70% 47%

X-ray images processing 81% 62% 40% 18%

CFD support with DL 99% 99% 62% 47%

The Python scripts running in parallel does not require mutual synchronisation,
so the expected performance of each individual script is high. The execution time
is measured until all scripts finish their computations. Thus, in some situations
when group of threads has a bit different data to analyse, e.g. more files or more
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Figure 3.12: EV logs decoding. The orange line is the expected (ideal) speedup.
The blue line is the measured speedup in this application.

complex data, the execution for such group can be longer and thus decrease the
overall measured performance. The other reason of performance drop observed in
the results is I/O intensity. When many threads read and write a lot of data at the
same time, then the file system is highly loaded, especially since all processes starts
at the same time, proceed similar amount of data and thus also saves the results
at a similar time. To measure influence of saving, the experiments were repeated
for X-ray analysis, but without saving the results at the end. This means, that each
process reads and proceeds the data normally, but the results are discarded. Table
3.11 presents the results of this experiment.

Table 3.11: Percentage scalability values in X-ray images processing with and
without saving results

Application 2 cores 4 cores 8 cores 16 cores

X-ray - saving 81% 62% 40% 18%

X-ray - no saving 88% 90% 82% 34%

In the X-ray images processing application, saving the results has significant
impact at processing speed. When the results are not saved, the processing speed is
much up to 42% higher (for 8 cores). This suggests, that intensive parallel reading
and saving operations have significant impact on IO performance.
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Figure 3.13: X-ray images processing. Dependency between number of cores and
processing time.

3.4.2 Comparison to baselines

Table 3.12 refers to measurable objectives from Deliverable D5.1. The values of
objectives refers to baselines. Baseline values, are the values achieved (computation
time) for sequential applications as that was the case at the beginning of the project.
Some figures presented in this section come from Bemos monitoring system, which
monitors resources utilisation of servers in the PSNC testbed.

Table 3.12: Measurable objectives of deep learning use cases.

Objective Description Expected Achieved

Productivity Simplify software development for large- and extreme-scale systems 2× ↑ 2

Portability Enable the execution over different platforms 2 2

Data transfers Achieved IOPS 20% ↑ NA

Performance Execution time of extreme-data applications running on HPC systems 15% ↓ 39-87% ↓

TTM Time to market of HPC/HPDA applications 25% ↓ 25% ↓

Energy efficiency Performance per unit of energy consumption 10% ↑ 2

System utilisation Overall resource utilization (memory I/O throughput network) 10% ↑ 50% ↑

Productivity - The development of large- and extreme scale systems is easier.
The orchestrator prepared for applications can be easily adapted to new applica-
tions. Thus, parallelisation of new applications would require only adaptation of
orchestrator. Time needed to integrated the application compared to the full re-
implementation of selected components to C++ is improved by a factor of 2 or
higher.

Portability - The applications can be compiled and run both on Windows and
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Figure 3.14: X-ray images processing. The orange line is the expected (ideal)
speedup. The blue line is the measured speedup in this application.

Unix platforms.
Performance - In all applications the execution time has significantly decreased

when integrated with GrPPI. Table 3.13 presents the percentage values of time
reduction in multiple cores processing in comparison to the baseline. The processing
time is from 39 up to 87% faster than using original sequential application.

Table 3.13: Percentage acceleration of processing in comparison to single thread
(with saving the results)

Application 2 cores 4 cores 8 cores 16 cores

EV logs decoding 46% 63% 83% 87%

X-ray images processing 39% 60% 69% 66%

CFD support with DL 54% 76% 80% 87%

Time to Market - Time to market is significantly decreased due to improvements
in productivity and possibility to use existing Python components for popular deep
learning problems.

Energy efficiency - Figure 3.17 presents energy usage for EV logs decoding
application, when running on different number of threads (1, 2, 4, 8, 16). The
baseline energy usage is the one achieved for a single core. Table 3.14 presents
energy consumption in kWh, which is the area under the curve for each core.

System utilisation - Figure 3.18 presents memory usage for EV logs decoding
application, when running on different number of threads (1, 2, 4, 8 and 16). The
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Figure 3.15: CFD support with DL. Dependency between number of cores and
processing time.

Table 3.14: Table shows energy consumption in kWh and percentage usage of
energy in relation to baseline (1 core). E.g. 54 % for 2 cores means, they use 54%
of energy for a single core, thus energy is consumption Is reduced by 46%.

Application 1 core 2 cores 4 cores 8 cores 16 cores

Energy consumption [kWh] 0.149 0.08 0.058 0.029 0.021

Percentage consumption 100% 54% 39% 19% 14%

lowest memory usage is for baseline, i.e. when running on a single thread (about 5
GB). Increasing the number of threads allows to reach higher memory usage and
thus the memory is used more effectively. The values are about 2.5 GB higher for 2
cores, which is 50% increased usage, than in a sequential application.

3.4.3 Further use and development of applications

PSNC as supercomputing centre looks at development of its services and appli-
cations in the growing area of artificial intelligence. Solutions for improving
performance, control, data management and productivity of the deep learning work-
flows can be helpful in further development of the HPC infrastructure. Most Deep
Learning applications requires preprocessing and this is usually done in Python, due
to high accessibility of external tools and libraries. Thus, the orchestrator in C++
can be easily adapted to new applications.
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Figure 3.16: CFD support with DL. The orange line is the expected (ideal) speedup.
The blue line is the measured speedup in this application.

3.4.3.1 Anomaly detection EV logs decoding

PSNC has ongoing cooperation in the area of time series analysis and predictive
maintenance with several companies (from manufacturing, transport, and pharma-
ceutics sectors). Among them there is a collaboration with EV buses producer.
Although the preprocessing is specific to the format of EV logs, some parts of codes
(including orchestrator) can be further used in other ongoing projects related to
predictive maintenance.

3.4.3.2 X-ray images processing and COVID detection

This application is a part of a COVID-HUB project (https://covidhub.psnc.pl/). In
the field of the use of radiology for analysis of COVID-19 disease development a
collaboration with a hospital in Poznań was started. Again, the outcomes of this
project can be easily used (e.g. orchestrator, image processing script, monitoring)
in future projects, where efficient image processing is required. For example, PSNC
builds a large infrastructure for advanced biomedical imaging called NEBI.

3.4.3.3 Support CFD simulations with Deep Learning

The goal is to use the knowledge and experience gained in this research to a
bigger scale simulations needed for faster solutions to practical problems such as
simulations of airflow in server rooms or other spaces.
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Figure 3.17: EV logs decoding energy usage. The X-axis is timeline and Y-axis is
the energy consumption in Watts. The vertical lines separate phases of experiments
and number below indicate the amount of threads used during computations or idle
state.

Figure 3.18: EV logs decoding memory usage. The X-axis is timeline and Y-axis
is the amount of GB used. The vertical lines separate phases of experiments and
number above indicate the amount of threads used during computations.
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Chapter 4

Summary

Three ASPIDE use cases provided 6 final applications that applied ASPIDE methods
and tools. All those applications, their integration with ASPIDE solutions, and
results of evaluations were described in this document. This deliverable takes as an
input and is also complemented by the implementation of integrated applications in
the Deliverable D5.4.

4.1 Summary of integrations with project results

In Table 4.1, we summarise the components that were used by specific use case
applications.

The DCEx, as described in D2.3, provides a wide range of parallelisation
patterns of great utility in data processing workflows. In Table 4.2, we show the
patterns that were exploited in each use-case application.

Final version of DCEx included a Python binding for DCEx that allowed to
execute Python code. This greatly reduced the effort in the redesign of applications
using algorithms implemented in python or that use command line interface calls as
processing steps. DCEx was natively prepared to work with C++ code, and there-
fore, for some use-case application, initially some algorithms were reimplemented
in C++, for example EV logs decoding in the deep learning use case as described in
D5.3.
Apart from the integration with DCEx and GrPPI library, which are the main re-
sults allowing parallelisation and data management, the integration also included
ASPIDE monitoring tools. The monitoring architecture included the use of existing
platforms such as Prometheus. To enable application monitoring, some of applica-
tions were instrumented to provide more detailed insight into their performance and
efficiency.
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Table 4.1: ASPIDE tools used by different use-case applications.

Use case
ASPIDE tool

DCEx ASPIDE monitoring Containers Smart Burst Buffer

Urban Computing
(UNICAL)

X X X -

Magnetic resonance
image processing

(SERMAS)
X - X X

Big Data
(Integris)

X - - -

Anomaly detection
in Electric Vehicles

(PSNC)
X X - -

X-ray images
processing

(PSNC)
X X - -

CFD simulation
with Deep Learning

(PSNC)
X X - -

Table 4.2: GrPPI patterns used by different use case applications

Use case
DCEx pattern

Pipeline Workflow Map-Reduce Map Farm Task Split

Urban Computing
(UNICAL)

X X X - - - -

Magnetic resonance
image processing

(SERMAS)
X X - - X X X

Big Data
(Integris)

X X X - - - -

Anomaly detection
in Electric Vehicles

(PSNC)
- - - - X - -

X-ray images
processing

(PSNC)
- - - - X - -

CFD simulation
with Deep learning

(PSNC)
- - - - X - -
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4.2 Summary of KPIs

The KPIs defined in the project DoA were measured, studied and compared with
target values in all use cases. Sets of KPIs differed among use cases, for example
the analysis of Big Data use case was focused on performance. Each of use cases
had its own KPI targets defined in D5.2. In the table below, for simplicity, achieved
values of KPIs per each use case are compared to the initial KPI targets defined in
DoA.

Table 4.3: Measurable objectives of ASPIDE use cases.

Objective Description Expected Urban Computing Magnetic Resonance Imaging Big Data Deep learning

Productivity

Simplify software
development for large-
and extreme-scale
systems

2x× ↑ 2X↑ 1.30 × ↑ - 2

Portability
Enable the execution
over different platforms

3 2 2 - 2

Data transfers Achieved IOPS 90% ↑ - 50% ↑ - -

Performance
Execution time of
extreme-data applications
running on HPC systems

2x↓ Sublinear/linear 17–52% 43% ↓ 39-87% ↓

TTM
Time to market of
HPC/HPDA applications

35% ↓ 40% ↓ - - 25% ↓

Energy efficiency
Performance per unit
of energy consumption

25% ↑ - - - 2

System utilisation
Overall resource utilisation
(memory I/O throughput
network)

40% ↑ 20% ↑ 15% - 50% ↑

Many KPI targets were achieved although targets adjusted to each use case were
defined and are compared with achieved KPIs in sections dedicated to specific use
case. In the latter case most of KPI target were achieved.

4.3 Further uptake and development of applications and
project results

The concepts, methods and tools developed in the project have be been validated on
a substantial number of different applications.

Solutions such as DCEx and GrPPI can be applied to many different applications
with various processing patterns and will be further developed after the end of the
ASPIDE project. Similarly monitoring architecture and techniques can be used for
various applications and settings.

Work done on applications is a good starting point for further optimisations,
and for their deployment in production environments. These exploitation plans
differ for specific use cases as they represent different types of applications. Urban
computing application will be further developed and applied in research. SERMAS
will its application workflows for processing databases being collected in SERMAS
research facilities and for the data acquired from UKBiobank, a database containing
neuroimaging samples of over 100,000 people. They will also provide a plugin
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to Nipype workflows so that the whole neuroimaging community could benefit by
providing an HPC solution compatible with the code already developed. Integris
will apply the results and conclusions from experiments to better optimise its
applications for customers. Finally, PSNC as a supercomputing centre will apply
results of the project to improve its services and infrastructure. On one hand, it will
use and further develop applications used in the project. For example, the image
analysis application will be used in the COVID-HUB project and collaboration
with a hospital. Experiences from this work will be also used in development of
applications that analyse images from high resolution microscopes. On the other
hand, results concerning performance and possible approaches to optimise data
management will be applied to the ongoing development of advanced computing
infrastructure, for example a platform for biomedical imaging (NEBI project) or new
supercomputing facilities for AI and Big Data processing (PRACE-LAB2 project).
Thus, ASPIDE project had significant influence on the development different use
cases and applications both scientific and commercial.
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